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1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1.1 Introduction

This document serves as an addendum to the primary Office of Clinical Pharmacology’s review 
entered into DARRTS on 9/30/2014 by Dr. Divya Menon-Andersen and on 10/31/2014 by Dr. 
Young-Jin Moon.  This addendum includes a recapitulation of the Advisory Committee 
questions and discussions, updated Office of Clinical Pharmacology recommendations based on 
these discussions, and additional supportive analyses to address questions raised at the Advisory 
Committee meeting and internally regarding the proposed recommendation.  In addition, this 
addendum provides the Office perspective on the dose adjustment recommendations based on 
low body weight (<60 kg) and P-gp inhibitor use.

The primary focus of the original Office of Clinical Pharmacology review (9/30/2014) was to 
identify and characterize the factors that may explain the observed difference in edoxaban 
treatment effect in patients with normal renal function from a clinical pharmacology perspective.  
Those analyses identified edoxaban concentrations as determinant of both efficacy and safety.  
Based on these analyses, the Clinical Pharmacology Review Team proposed exposure matching 
in patients with normal renal function to that in patients with mild renal impairment (creatine 
clearance [CrCL] 50 – 80 mL/min) as a path forward for further dose optimization and evaluated 
projected efficacy and safety event rates based on potential dose adjustments in this population.  
These analyses were presented and discussed on October 30th, 2014 at a Cardiovascular and 
Renal Drugs Advisory Committee (CRDAC) meeting.  The CRDAC was asked to vote on the 
following question (Question 4):

Should edoxaban be approved to reduce the risk of stroke and systemic embolism 
in patients with non-valvular atrial fibrillation?

If you recommend approval, please discuss the following options:

a) Approval of the 60-mg dose for patients with normal or mildly impaired renal 
function.
b) Approval of a dose higher than 60 mg for patients with normal renal function.
c) Approval only for patients with mild and moderate renal impairment

If you do not recommend approval, please discuss your thinking.
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There was a continual decline in the hazard ratio between edoxaban 60 mg and warfarin for 
major bleeding based on CrCL cut points of 70, 80, and 90 mL/min, which based on the 
previously developed relationships between efficacy and safety events suggests decreasing 
coagulation was achieved in subjects with higher CrCL values administered edoxaban 60 mg.   
These additional cut point analyses continue to support that 80 mL/min is appropriate for 
selecting subjects who would benefit from a higher edoxaban dose.  

Table 4.  Stroke/SEE, Ischemic Stroke, and Major Bleeding Event Rates and Hazard 
Ratios for Edoxaban 60 mg, Edoxaban 30 mg, and Warfarin from ENGAGE AF-TIME 48 
Based on Difference Renal Function Cut Points

Endpoint (% 
patients with 
event/year)

Renal 
Function 

Cut Points
Edoxaban 60 mg

Edoxaban 30 
mg

Warfarin
Hazard Ratio

(Edoxaban 
60/Warfarin)

Hazard Ratio
(Edoxaban 

30/Warfarin)

Hazard Ratio
(Edoxaban 

60/Edoxaban 
30)

Stroke/SEE

>70 mL/min
1.02 (0.81; 1.26) 1.25 (1.02; 1.51) 0.98 (0.78; 1.21) 1.04 1.28 0.82

85/3556 104/3532 82/3562 (0.77; 1.41) (0.96; 1.71) (0.61; 1.09)

>80 mL/min
1.06 (0.82; 1.35) 1.23 (0.97; 1.53) 0.76 (0.56; 1.01) 1.4 1.62 0.86

66/2633 77/2628 47/2608 (0.96; 2.04) (1.13; 2.33) (0.62; 1.20)

>90 mL/min
1.00 (0.89; 1.55) 1.19 (0.89; 1.55) 0.69 (0.47; 0.98) 1.43 1.72 0.84

45/1893 54/1897 31/1852 (0.91; 2.27) (1.10; 2.67) (0.56; 1.25)

Ischemic Stroke

>70 mL/min
0.78 (0.89; 1.35) 1.10 (0.89; 1.35) 0.64 (0.48; 0.84) 1.21 1.72 0.71

65/3556 92/3532 54/3562 (0.84; 1.74) (1.23; 2.40) (0.51; 0.97)

>80 mL/min
0.84 (0.62; 1.09) 1.12 (0.87; 1.41) 0.53 (0.37; 0.75) 1.57 2.1 0.75

52/2633 70/2628 33/2608 (1.02; 2.43) 1.39; 3.18) (0.52; 1.07)

>90 mL/min
0.84; (0.60; 1.15) 1.08 (0.80; 1.42) 0.51 (0.33; 0.77) 1.64 2.1 0.78

38/1893 49/1897 23/1852 (0.97; 2.74) (1.28; 3.45) (0.51; 1.19)

Major Bleed

>70 mL/min
2.07 (1.78; 2.41) 1.24 (1.01; 1.50) 2.67 (2.33; 3.04) 0.78 0.46 1.68

171/3556 103/3532 221/3562 (0.64; 0.95) (0.37; 0.58) (1.31; 2.14)

>80 mL/min
1.77 (1.46; 2.13) 1.10 (0.86; 1.39) 2.52 (2.14; 2.95) 0.7 0.44 1.61

109/2633 69/2628 154/2608 (0.55; 0.90) (0.33; 0.58) (1.19; 2.17)

>90 mL/min
1.38 (1.06; 1.77) 1.19 (0.89; 1.55) 2.32 (1.90; 2.81) 0.6 0.51 1.16

62/1893 54/1897 102/1852 (0.44; 0.82) (0.37; 0.71) (0.81; 1.68)

2 LISTING OF ANALYSES CODES AND OUTPUT FILES

File Name Description Location in \\cdsnas\pharmacometrics\

ReviewAddendumMajorGIBleeds.R Analysis code for Major GI 
Bleeds

\Reviews\PM Review 
Archive\2015\Edoxaban_NDA206316_JCE, 
DM\ER Analyses\AFib_JAF
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this new drug application, Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. is seeking approval of edoxaban (NDA 
206316) for treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE). 
Edoxaban is a direct factor Xa inhibitor.  The Applicant is also seeing approval of 
edoxaban for the reduction in the risk of stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation (Afib) 
which was reviewed in detail in a separate clinical Pharmacology review (see review 
dated September 30, 2014)

In support of the DVT/PE indication being sought, the Applicant conducted an extensive 
clinical pharmacology program and a single phase 3 trial, Hokusai VTE.  Hokusai VTE 
was a double dummy, warfarin controlled event driven trial in which one edoxaban dose
level (60 mg given once daily; dose halved based on body weight, renal function and 
concomitant therapy with P-glycoprotein inhibitors) was evaluated. The phase 3 trial met 
the primary objective of non-inferiority on the symptomatic recurrent venous 
thromboembolism (VTE) compared to warfarin.  For the primary safety endpoint 
(clinically relevant bleeding) edoxaban was superior to warfarin.

The exposure-response analysis suggests that patients with varying degrees of renal 
function have similar or improved efficacy and safety compared to warfarin.  Based 
subgroup analysis of  efficacy and safety, a dose reduction to 30 mg in patients with low 
body weight or who are taking concomitant P-gp inhibitors is not nessesary.  The dose 
reduction to 30 mg in patients with moderate renal impairment as studied in Hokusai 
VTE is acceptable and will be included in product labeling. 

1.1 Recommendations

The Office of Clinical Pharmacology, Divisions of Clinical Pharmacology 5 and 
Pharmacometrics have reviewed the information contained in BLA125423. From a 
Clinical Pharmacology standpoint, this application is acceptable provided the labeling 
comments are adequately addressed by the sponsor. 

Decision Acceptable to 
OCP?

Comment

Overall Yes No N/A Pending labeling agreement with sponsor.

Evidence of 
Effectiveness

Yes No N/A 1 positive registration trial; dose-response 
supportive

Proposed dose for 
general population

Yes No N/A 60 mg QD is acceptable.

Proposed dose 
selection for 
others

Yes No N/A A dose reduction to 30 mg in patients with low 
body weight or who are taking concomitant P-gp 
inhibitors is not necessary.  The dose reduction to 
30 mg in patients with moderate renal impairment 
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is acceptable

Labeling Yes No N/A Pending satisfactory agreement with sponsor.

Post Marketing Requirements

None
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Young Jin Moon, Ph.D.
Reviewer
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Reviewer
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1.1 Summary of Clinical Pharmacology and Biopharmaceutics Findings

Key findings are listed below.

Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics

 The pharmacokinetics of edoxaban and its main active metabolite following oral 
administration of single and repeat doses are dose proportional in the range 
studied in healthy subjects (60 to 120 mg repeat doses).

 The absolute bioavailability of edoxaban following oral administration is 62%. It
is a substrate of the efflux transporter, P-glycoprotein. 

 Edoxaban undergoes minimal metabolism.  Its main active metabolite is formed 
via hydrolysis by carboxyesterase 1.

 Edoxaban is eliminated mainly as unchanged drug in urine (60% of bioavailable 
drug) and to a lesser extent via biliary secretion.

 Clearance of edoxaban in patients with VTE is similar to that in healthy subjects 
(~ 30 L/h). 

 Edoxaban exhibits a concentration dependent effect on anti-FXa activity, 
prothrombin time, and activated partial thromboplastin time. 

Effect of intrinsic factors

 A 75% increase in total systemic exposure (AUC) to edoxaban was observed in 
subjects with moderate and severe renal impairment compared to subjects with 
normal renal function.  A 30% increase in edoxaban AUC was observed in 
individuals with mild renal impairment compared to subjects with normal renal 
function.

 Total systemic exposure to edoxaban was ~ 28% and 15% higher in the elderly 
and females, respectively. 

 After accounting for renal function and body weight, age and gender do not affect 
systemic exposure to edoxaban. 

Effect of extrinsic factors

 Overall, increased peak and total systemic exposure to edoxaban was observed 
when edoxaban was co-administered with P-gp inhibitors. About 0.5% of the 
patients in Hokusai VTE received an adjusted dose because of concomitant 
therapy with P-gp inhibitors.  Trough concentrations in these patients were lower 
(~10 ng/mL) than those observed in patients who received a full dose (~15 
ng/mL). 

 Co-administration of rifampin resulted in ~ 40% loss of total systemic edoxaban 
exposure (AUC).  While an increase in systemic exposure to its equipotent active 
metabolite D21-2393 makes up for this loss in total systemic exposure, it is driven 
by an increase in peak systemic exposure (Cmax) to D21-2393. At trough (end of 
inter-dosing interval), there still exists a ~ 80% reduction in exposure to both 
edoxaban and the metabolite combined. 
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Exposure-response relationships

 The probability of DVT/PE decreases with increasing edoxaban total systemic 
exposure.

 The probability of a major bleed increased with increasing edoxaban trough 
concentrations.

 Alternate dosing in patients with normal renal function is not being proposed as 
the risk ratio relative to warfarin on the primary efficacy endpoint was 1.05, 
suggesting that patients achieved comparable benefit on 60 mg edoxaban relative 
to warfarin.  
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2 QUESTION BASED REVIEW

This is an abbreviated question based review addressing issues specific to VTE. Please 
consult the review dated September 30, 2014 for general clinical pharmacology aspects 
of edoxaban.

2.1 General Attributes of the Drug

2.1.1 What are the proposed therapeutic indications?

The applicant is seeking an indication for treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and 
pulmonary embolism (PE) in patients  

 

2.2 General Clinical Pharmacology

2.2.1 What are the design features of the pivotal phase 3 trial used to 
support dosing or claims?

A single phase 3 trial (Hokusai VTE) conducted in patients with documented acute 
symptomatic DVT and or PE was submitted in support of efficacy and safety of edoxaban 
in VTE. Hokusai VTE was a multi-center, double dummy, warfarin controlled, event 
driven trial.  For most patients, a single edoxaban dose level (60 mg given once daily) 
was evaluated in this trial. Patients who had one or more of the following received a dose 
reduction to 30 mg in the trial:

 Creatinine clearance (CrCL) between 30 mL/min and 50 mL/min;

 Body weight ≤ 60 kg, and

 Concomitant use of the P-gp inhibitors verapamil or quinidine

Edoxaban was administered with or without food in this trial.

The primary efficacy endpoint in Hokusai VTE was symptomatic recurrent VTE 
(composite of DVT, non-fatal PE, fatal PE). The primary safety endpoint was clinically 
relevant bleeding, defined as the composite of major1 or clinically relevant non-major2

bleeding that occurred during treatment or within three days after interrupting or stopping 
study drug.

                                                
1

A fall in hemoglobin level of 2.0 g/dL or more, or leading to transfusion of two or more units of packed red cells or whole blood; 
occurring in a critical site: intracranial, intraspinal, intraocular, pericardial, intra-articular, intramuscular with compartment syndrome, 
retroperitoneal; contributing to death

2 Defined as overt bleeding not meeting the criteria for major bleeding but associated with medical intervention, an unscheduled 
contact (visit or telephone call) with a physician, (temporary) cessation of study treatment, or associated with discomfort for the 
subject such as pain, or impairment of activities of daily life

Reference ID: 3651973
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2.3 Exposure-Response

2.3.1 What was the basis for dose selection for phase 3?

Dose and dosing regimen for the VTE phase 3 trial was selected based on PK/PD data 
from phase 1 and the safety results of a phase 2 trial conducted in patients with Afib as 
presented in the Clinical Pharmacology review dated September 30, 2014. 

2.3.2 What are the characteristics of the exposure-response relationships 
for efficacy and safety for edoxaban?

Exposure-efficacy relationship

The exposure-response relationship for DVT/PE events for the overall study period 
(primary endpoint) is presented in Figure 1. The predicted event rate corresponding to 
exposures at the studied dose (60 mg QD) suggests the dosing produces numerically 
lower results than warfarin. Unlike the SAPF indication (see Clinical Pharmacology 
review dated September 30, 2014), a significant interaction between renal function and 
the overall efficacy results was not identified.  

The exposure metric of significance from this analysis was the area under the plasma 
concentration-time curve at steady state (AUC), and the identified exposure-response 
efficacy relationship suggests that additional improvements in efficacy could be 
attainable with further increases in the edoxaban dose.  This is further supported by the 
observed data where the efficacy event rate (DVT+PE+unexplained death) was 
numerically lower in patients with mild renal impairment (2.7% [24/879]), the subgroup 
with higher edoxaban exposures, compared to subjects with normal renal function (3.3% 
[93/2799]), the subgroup with lower edoxaban exposures. However, a higher dose is not 
being recommended in the subgroup of subjects with normal renal function as the risk 
ratio relative to warfarin was 1.05, suggesting that patients were achieving comparable 
benefit on 60 mg edoxaban relative to warfarin.  

Figure 1  Exposure-Response relationship for DVT/PEevents suggests improved 
reduction in the event rate with increasing edoxaban AUC values.  
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Exposure-response relationship is shown for the typical DVT/PE patient. The blue dashed 
horizontal reference line indicates the observed rate of DVT/PE events for the warfarin treatment 
arm. The intersection of the exposure response relationship and the relevant warfarin reference 
line occurs at the concentration of edoxaban that is predicted to produce similar results to warfarin. 
The solid horizontal black lines indicate the exposure range (5th to 95th percentile) for edoxaban in 
each renal function group for those subjects in the high edoxaban dose arm. The vertical dashed 
line indicates the 99th percentile of edoxaban AUC values predicted by the population PK model 
for patients from the VTE trial.

Exposure-safety relationship

The exposure-response relationship for major bleeding events by renal function category 
is presented in Figure 2.  The corresponding exposure range for each renal function group 
has a lower bleeding rate compared to warfarin. The identified exposure-response 
relationship for both the Afib (see Clinical Pharmacology review dated September 30, 
2014) and VTE populations were conceptually similar; increasing edoxaban Ctrough was 
associated with increase probability of major bleeding events across all renal function 
categories.

Figure 2 Exposure-Response relationship for major bleeds suggests increasing events 
with increasing edoxaban Ctrough concentrations.  

Cox proportional hazards relationships are shown for normal renal function (blue line), mild renal 
impairment (red line), and moderate renal impairment (green line).  Horizontal reference lines indicate the 
observed rate of ischemic stroke for the warfarin treatment arm for the corresponding color coded renal 
function groups.  The intersection of the exposure response relationship and the relevant warfarin reference 
line occurs at the concentration of edoxaban that is predicted to produce similar results to warfarin.  The 
horizontal bands indicate the exposure range (5th to 95th percentile) for edoxaban in each renal function 
group.

2.3.3 Is the dose and dosing regimen selected by the sponsor consistent 
with the known E-R relationship?

The proposed dosing appears to produce exposures that are expected to give better 
efficacy (Figure 1) and less major bleeding (Figure 2) when compared to warfarin, 
despite differences in exposure by renal function. For conclusions on dosing in patients 
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with low body weight or those taking concomitant p-gp inhibitors see detailed discussion 
below (Section 2.5).

2.4 Pharmacokinetic characteristics 

2.4.1 How does the PK of the drug and its major metabolites in healthy 
adults compare to that in patients?

Edoxaban pharmacokinetics is similar between healthy subjects and patient population.

Table 1: PK parameters of edoxaban in healthy subjects and VTE patients

Healthy subjects a

(n=10)
VTEb

CL/F (mL/min) 33.7 33.4
Vc/F + Vp/F (L) 433c  301

a. Noncompartmental analysis from PRT001 
b. Population PK parameter estimates in typical patients (70 kg) from TMPP010
c. Vz/F

Source: Adapted from Table 12.11, Clinical Study Report DU176-E-PRT001 and 
Population PK Study Report TMPP010

2.4.2 What is the inter- subject variability of PK parameters in healthy 
subjects and patients?

The inter- and intra-subject variability for clearance and volume of distribution of 
edoxaban is low (<30%) in healthy volunteers.  In patients, only sparse PK samples were 
collected.  Inter-individual variability for parameter estimates using PPK analysis were 
14.9% and 23.2% in VTE patients (PPK Study Report TMPP010) for CL/F and Vc/F, 
respectively.

2.5 Intrinsic Factors

2.5.1 What intrinsic factors influence exposure and/or response, and what 
is the impact of any differences in exposure on efficacy or safety 
responses?

Approximately 60% of a bioavailable dose of edoxaban is excreted in urine and the rest 
via biliary secretion.  Given this, impaired renal (including because of advanced age) or 
hepatic function (with bile duct obstruction) are expected to impact edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics. Additionally, total body weight was found to be a predictor of 
bleeding (safety) in a phase 2 trial in patients with atrial fibrillation. 

The effect of renal function, hepatic function, body weight, age, or gender on edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics was studied in dedicated pharmacokinetic trials. Please consult the 
clinical pharmacology review in DARRTS dated September 30, 2014 for a discussion of
these covariates..

Renal function

Total systemic exposure to edoxaban increased to ~ 1.75X in individuals with moderate 
or severe renal impairment (Study U120). Increased exposure to edoxaban, as a 
consequence of impaired renal function may increase the risk for bleeding and therefore 
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edoxaban dose was prospectively reduced to 30 mg in patients with moderate renal 
impairment in phase 3. About 6.5% of the patients in Hokusai VTE received an adjusted 
edoxaban dose because of moderate renal impairment (approx. 4.5% because of moderate 
renal impairment alone) and systemic exposure to edoxaban were similar to those 
observed in patients who received the full dose (see Appendix section 3).

Hepatic function

Mild or moderate hepatic impairment did not affect edoxaban exposure (study A-E134). 
No dose adjustments are recommended in patients with mild hepatic impairment. Patients 
with moderately impaired hepatic function (Child-Pugh B) may have intrinsic 
coagulation abnormalities.  That combined with the limited data available in this sub-
population, dosing recommendations cannot be provided.

Body weight

About 10.6% of the population in Hokusai VTE received a reduced edoxaban dose 
because of low body weight (TBW ≤ 60 kg) alone. There are several factors to be 
considered in interpreting these data. First, as expected edoxaban trough concentrations 
in the dose adjusted group was lower than those in patients who received edoxaban 60 
mg (pre-dose concentrations of 9 vs 15 ng/mL). Second, total systemic exposure to 
edoxaban was identified as an important predictor of both efficacy and safety. Finally, 
low TBW is often correlated with other factors that affect outcomes such as lower CrCL 
or increased age. Taken together, there does not appear to be a need for dose reduction in 
patients with a TBW ≤ 60 kg alone.

Age/gender

There was no clinically significant effect of age or gender (PPK analysis report 
TMPP010) on edoxaban exposure in VTE patients. In Hokusai VTE ~ 32% of the 
population was ≥ 75 years and ~ 42% of the population was female. There were no safety 
concerns identified in these groups.  Hence, a dose reduction because of age or gender is 
not recommended.

2.6 Extrinsic Factors

2.6.1 What are the drug-drug interactions?

The potential for drug interaction with CYP3A/P-gp substrates/inhibitors, and other 
concomitant medication was evaluated in several dedicated trials conducted in healthy 
subjects. Please consult the clinical pharmacology review in DARRTS dated September 
30, 2014 for a detailed discussion. Data from the phase 3 trial informing dosing 
recommendations are discussed below.

P-gp Inhibitors

Overall, increased peak and total systemic exposure to edoxaban was observed when 
edoxaban was co-administered with P-gp inhibitors. Generally, edoxaban dose was 
reduced to 50% when co-administration with a P-gp inhibitor that increased it exposure≥ 
50% was required in phase 3. The exceptions were ketoconazole, itraconazole, 
clarithromycin or erythromycin (prohibited at randomization, subsequent use permitted 
with 50% reduced edoxaban dose), dronedarone (edoxaban dose reduced to 50%, but 
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prohibited subsequent to protocol amendment 2) and cyclosporin (prohibited) in Hokusai 
VTE.

About 0.5% of the patients in Hokusai VTE received an adjusted dose because of 
concomitant therapy with P-gp inhibitors alone. Trough concentrations in these patients 
were lower (~ 10 ng/mL) than those observed in patients who received a full dose (~15 
ng/mL). Similar findings in reference to edoxaban exposure were reported in the phase 3 
SPAF trial. Taken together, this suggests that a dose reduction is not necessary based on 
this factor alone.

P-gp Inducer

Rifampin
Co-administration of rifampin (600 mg QD for 7 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single dose 
on Day 7) decreased total systemic exposure to edoxaban by 40% without having an 
apparent effect on peak exposure (Study A-U137).  Total and peak systemic exposure to 
the metabolite increased 2.86X and 5.06X, respectively.  Metabolite to parent ratios 
increased approximately 4.5X from approximately 9 to 40% for AUC and from 
approximately 10 to 45% for Cmax. 

While an increase in systemic exposure to its equipotent active metabolite D21-2393 
makes up for this loss in total systemic exposure, it is driven by an increase in peak 
systemic exposure (Cmax) to D21-2393.  At trough (end of inter-dosing interval), there 
still exists a ~ 80% reduction in exposure to both edoxaban and the metabolite combined.  
Loss in exposure is considered detrimental and therefore, concomitant therapy with 
rifampin and other P-gp inducers is not recommended. 

Other co-administered drugs

The effect of co-administration of other drugs (digoxin, atorvastatin, esomeprazole, 
NSAIDs) on edoxaban are discussed in detail in the Afib review (see Clinical 
Pharmacology review dated September 30, 2014)

Esomeprazole (Proton pump inhibitor)

Co-administration of esomeprazole (40 mg QD for 5 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single 
dose 2 h after esomeprazole dosing on Day 5) resulted in no change in total exposure, but
peak exposure decreased by 33% (Study A-U156).  In Hokusai VTE ~ 28% of the 
population received therapy with a proton pump inhibitor.  

Aspirin (antiplatelet agent)

About 8.5% of the population in Hokusai VTE received concomitant therapy with aspirin 
because of co-morbid conditions.  The annualized event rate for major bleeds was higher 
than that in patients not receiving aspirin (7.8% vs. 14.9%). However, the annualized 
event rate was similar to that in patients receiving aspirin+warfarin (14.9% vs. 15.9%). 
Based on these data no dose adjustments or contraindication is required, however patients 
who use concomitant aspirin should be closely monitored for bleeding. 

Naproxen (NSAID)

Co-administration of naproxen (500 mg BID for 2 days) with a single oral dose of 
edoxaban (60 mg) prolonged bleeding time (Study A-U128).  Naproxen did not affect the 
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anti-coagulant effect of edoxaban (PT, anti-factor Xa or aPTT) or edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics.

About 19% of the Hokusai VTE trial population received concomitant therapy with an 
NSAID.  No dose adjustments or contraindication is required; however patients who use 
concomitant NSAIDs should be closely monitored for bleeding.

2.6.2 What other co-medications are likely to be administered to the target 
population?

Anti-platelet drugs such as aspirin, naproxen may be prescribed to patients with VTE. For 
VTE patients, heparin (unfractionated or low molecular weight heparin) will be initially 
used before edoxaban treatment. Patients may be switching to edoxaban from another 
oral anticoagulants such as apixaban, dabigatran and rivaroxaban.
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APPENDIX I

Pharmacometrics review

1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1.1 Key Review Questions

The purpose of this review is to address the following key questions.

1.1.1 Is the proposed dose of edoxaban in patients with venous 
thromboembolism (VTE) acceptable from an efficacy and safety 
perspective when compared to warfarin?

Yes, the exposure-response analysis suggests that patients with varying degrees of renal 
function all exhibit concentrations that translate to similar or improved efficacy and 
safety compared to warfarin (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

Figure 3. Exposure-response relationships for pulmonary embolism (PE)/deep-vein 
thrombosis (DVT) (only edoxaban exposure was found to be a significant predictor 
of response) and the observed rate for warfarin (horizontal dashed lines).  The 
corresponding observed edoxaban exposure range for varying degrees of renal 
impairment are shown by the solid black lines as the 5th to 95th percentiles (solid-
filled rectangles). The black vertical dashed line indicates the 99th percentile of all 
edoxaban Ctrough exposures.

Figure 4.  Exposure-response relationships for major bleeds for varying degrees of 
renal impairment and their corresponding observed rate for warfarin (horizontal 
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dashed lines) and their corresponding observed edoxaban exposure range as the 5th

to 95th percentiles (solid-filled rectangles). 

Table 2 supports the conclusion that no dose adjustment is required based on renal 
function as all renal function categories on edoxaban were comparable or showed 
improved efficacy and safety relative to warfarin.  Summary results presented in the table 
below are based on an mITT analysis, baseline creatinine clearance values, and the 
overall treatment period.  Not included in the table are 20 subjects (10 in each arm) who 
are baseline had creatinine clearance values of <30 mL/min (severe renal impairment).

Table 2.  Observed Event Rates by Renal Function and Treatment Group suggest 
that patients with moderate renal impairment exhibit more benefit on edoxaban 
compared to warfarin.

Renal 
Function

Efficacy (DVT+PE+ unexplained 
death) Incidence

Safety (Major bleed) Incidence

Edoxaban Warfarin
Risk 
Ratio

Edoxaban Warfarin
Risk 
Ratio

Normal
3.3% 

(93/2799)
3.2% 

(88/2771) 1.045
0.9% 

(24/2799)
1.0% 

(29/2771) 0.819

Mild
2.7% 

(24/879)
4.2% 

(38/901) 0.647
2.7% 

(24/879)
2.8% 

(25/901) 0.984

Moderate
2.8% 

(6/218)
6.9% 

(15/216) 0.396
3.7% 

(8/218)
3.7% 

(8/216) 0.991

1.2 Recommendations

The Division of Pharmacometrics in the Office of Clinical Pharmacology has reviewed 
NDA206316 and found it acceptable.
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2 PERTINENT REGULATORY BACKGROUND

Edoxaban is a new molecular entity that has been studied for the treatment and 
prevention of venous thrombo-embolism and the prevention of stroke in patients with 
atrial fibrillation.

3 RESULTS OF SPONSOR’S ANALYSIS

3.1.1 Population PK:

3.1.1.1 Data

The PopPK analysis was performed using a dataset including relevant validated data from 
both Phase 1 (PRT016, A-U120, A-U127, A-U128, A-U129, A-U130, AU131, A-E132, 
A-E133, A-U136, A-U137, A-U138, A-U141) and Phase 3 (Hokusai VTE).

The following study conditions or patients were not included in the Phase 1 dataset: dose 
equal to 90 mg or 180 mg, routes of administration other than oral, drug formulations 
other than tablet, food effect, patients on dialysis, concomitant administration with other 
drugs apart from quinidine, verapamil, dronedarone, ketoconazole and erythromycin. 
Pharmacokinetic data following intravenous administration were not included since 
available data are limited and the aim of the Phase 1 data was to provide a structural 
model for the sparse Phase 3 data where only oral data are available.

3.1.1.2 Model

Table 3.  Parameter Estimates of the Final VTE Population PK Model
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(Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report TMP010, Table 9.12)
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3.1.1.3 Goodness of Fit Plots

Figure 5.  Goodness of Fit plots for the sponsor’s final population PK model.

(Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report TMP010, Figure 10.23 (top left panel), Figure 10.24 (top right 
panel), Figure 10.25 (bottom left panel), Figure 10.26 (bottom right panel))

3.1.1.4 Exposure Metrics by Exposure Group:

(Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report TMP010, Figure 10.62)

Figure 6. Boxplots of individual predicted minimum concentration (CMIN1 = C24 
h) and AUC24 hr at steady-state, in ng/mL. in various exposure groups. 

1. all data, i.e. 60 mg QD non-adjusted and 60 mg QD adjusted to 30 mg, 
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2. non-dose-adjusted 60 mg QD, 

3. 60 mg QD adjusted to 30 mg, 

4. all single adjusted, 

5. adjusted for 2 or more factors, 

6. only body weight adjusted, 

7. only P-gp inhibitor adjusted, 

8. only CLcr adjusted, 

9. no apparent reason for adjustment.

(Source: Sponsor’s Population PK Report TMP010, Figure 10.57 and Figure 10.58)
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appear reasonable to use this model to estimate Cmax for each individual; Therefore Cmax

was not used in the exposure-response analysis.  The final model has large shrinkage on 
the eta for CL (57%), and thus only-post hoc Bayesian estimates should be used when 
possible for the exposure-response analyses.

3.1.2 Time-To-Event Exposure Response Analyses:

3.1.2.1 Clinical Trial DU176B-D-U305 (Pivotal VTE Phase 3 
Study):

Study DU176B-D-U305 was a phase 3, randomized, double-blind, double-dummy, 
parallel-group, multi-center, multi-national study for the evaluation of efficacy and safety 
of heparin/edoxaban versus heparin/warfarin in subjects with symptomatic deep-vein 
thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism.

Figure 7.  Hokusai VTE Study Design Schematic

(Source: Sponsor’s Clinical Study Report DU176B-D-305, Figure 9.1)

The primary objective was to evaluate whether initial low molecular weight heparin 
followed by edoxaban only is non-inferior to initial heparin overlapping with warfarin, 
followed by warfarin only in the treatment of subjects with acute symptomatic VTE for 
the prevention of symptomatic recurrent VTE during the 12-month study period.

The primary efficacy endpoint was symptomatic recurrent VTE (i.e., the composite of 
DVT, non-fatal PE, and fatal PE)

Heparin/edoxaban was found to be non-inferior to the standard therapy ([LMW] 
heparin/warfarin) since the upper limit of the two-sided 95% confidence interval (CI) for 
the Hazard Ratio ([LMW] heparin/edoxaban to standard therapy) was less than 1.5.

Blood samples were collected at Months 3 and 12 and in conjunction with an event for 
PK evaluation of edoxaban and its active metabolite, D21-2393. Blood samples were 
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subject died), whichever occurred first. If none of these rules were applicable, the 
individual was excluded.

In total, 4118 edoxaban patients and 4122 warfarin treated patients were included in the 
analysis. The total numbers of events and the number of patients are shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.  Disposition of All Subjects Randomized to Trial DU176B-D-305.

(Source: Sponsor’s Clinical Study Report DU176B-D-305, Table 10.1)

Table 7.  Demographic and Baseline Characteristics by Edoxaban Dose at 
Randomization, mITT Analysis Set.
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(Source: Sponsor’s Clinical Study Report DU176B-D-305, Table 10.3)

 The risk factor dataset consisted of all patients who had received at least one dose of 
warfarin or edoxaban. The dataset contained 8240 patients, of which only the 4122 
warfarin treated patients were used in the RF modeling.

 The ER data set comprised all patients who had received at least one edoxaban dose. 
The data set contained 4118 patients.

Table 8.  Description of PK Exposure Indices Predictions

(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Table 6.1)

3.1.2.3 Exposure Metrics:

The full covariate PopPK model was used to predict individual PK exposure indices 
(Cavg, AUC0-24,ss, Cmin and Cmax) over time in each patient. The full covariate 
PopPK model was used since this model included all covariate relationships used for 
dose adjustment i.e. WT, CLcr and concomitant P-gp inhibitors.

 In patients with observed plasma concentrations on at least one occasion (i.e. 
those included in the PopPK dataset), PK exposure indices were predicted for 
each individual at each occasion where a plasma concentration was measured or a 
change in dose occurred. These predictions were based on the empirical Bayes 
estimates (EBE) of PK parameters derived from the full PopPK model. The 
predicted inter-occasion variability was included in the prediction of PK exposure 
indices.
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 For patients in the PopPK dataset who only had observed concentrations below 
the limit of quantification (LLOQ) in the dataset, all PK exposure indices were set 
to 0. 

 For patients in the ER dataset with no observed plasma concentrations (i.e. not 
included in the PopPK dataset), the typical PK exposure indices were used. These 
predictions were based on the full PopPK model, the protocol study design, the 
patient’s dosing information at randomization and the WT, CLcr and concomitant 
medication of P-gp inhibitors at randomization.

3.1.2.4 Risk Factors Evaluated:

Table 9.  Risk Factors Included in the Exposure-Response Analysis

(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Table 4.1)

3.1.2.5 Exposure-Response for Efficacy:

Table 10.  Parameter Estimates of the Final Symptomatic Recurrent VTE 
Exposure-Response Model Using Edoxaban Patients
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(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Table 6.7)

Figure 9. Probability of a symptomatic recurrent VTE event within one year in an 
edoxaban patient versus Caverage edoxaban exposure.

(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Figure 6.21)

Reviewer’s Comments:

Similar to the atrial fibrillation population, it appears that with increasing edoxaban 
exposure there is a reduction in the probability of having an event.  It is also apparent 
from the density plots in these figures that the same overcorrection in dose was made by 
reducing to 30 mg from 60 mg.  Overall, despite difference in edoxaban PK between the 
atrial fibrillation and VTE populations, similar exposure-response relationships were 
identified, with increasing edoxaban exposure associated with a lower efficacy event rate 
and observations that the dose adjustment over-corrected for edoxaban exposures.

3.1.2.6 Exposure-Response for Safety:

Table 11.  Parameter Estimates of the Clinical Relevant Bleeding model used for the 
Clinical Utility Index.
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(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Table 6.8)

Figure 10.  Probability of a Clinical Relevant Bleed within 1 year in an Edoxaban 
Patient versus Caverage Exposure of Edoxaban.

(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Table 6.22)

Reviewer’s Comments:

The sponsor chose to use clinically relevant bleeds as the safety endpoint.  The 
reviewer’s analysis uses major bleeds.  

3.1.2.7 Clinical Utility Analysis:

Figure 11.  Clinical Utility Index based on Cumulative Risk of Symptomatic 
Recurrent VTE and Clinically Relevant Bleeds at One Year for Clinical Weights of 
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1:1, 2:1, and 1:2 versus PK exposure (Caverage) visualized together with Optimal PK 
Exposure and Predicted PK Exposure in All Patients.

(Source: Sponsor’s Exposure Response Report TMP011, Figure 6.26)

Reviewer’s Comments:

The sponsor’s analysis shows that for the same increase in edoxaban exposure between 
efficacy and safety events, there appears to be a benefit in reducing the probability of a 
pulmonary embolism or deep vein thrombosis compared to increasing the probability of a 
clinically relevant bleed for all three of the benefit-risk weighting schemes.  This analysis 
suggests that a higher dose may offer more benefit without the additional bleeding 
burden, though it is acknowledged that different individuals may have different weights 
for the considered efficacy and safety events or may consider different safety events for 
such assessments. Taking that into consideration, the reviewer’s analysis looks at this 
with regards to major bleeding events.
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4 REVIEWER’S ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

Multi-variate exposure- and risk-factor analyses for efficacy endpoints and safety 
endpoints were conducted to inform a benefit-risk assessment of the proposed edoxaban 
dose (60 mg QD with dose adjustment to 30 mg QD for patients with low body weight, 
moderate or severe renal impairment, and concomitant P-gp Inhibitor use).  The analysis 
served as a quality control to the sponsor’s analysis and an opportunity to develop an 
independent scientific opinion on the sponsor’s models as well as develop new models 
for endpoints not evaluated by the sponsor (major bleeds).

4.2 Objectives

Analysis objectives are:

1. Construct multi-variate exposure- and risk-factor- response models for efficacy

2. Construct multi-variate exposure- and risk-factor- response models for safety

3. Use the developed models to identify the expected yearly event-rates for different patient populations 
and to evaluate the net benefit at various dose levels

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Data Sets

Data sets used are summarized in Table 12.

Table 12.  Analysis Data Sets

Study Number Name Link to EDR

DU176B-D-305 dm.xpt, basegrp.xpt, 
adjeff.xpt, adjsaf.xpt

\\Cdsesub1\evsprod\NDA206316\0000\m5\datasets\du176b-
d-u305\analysis\legacy\datasets

4.3.2 Software

The statistical software R (version 2.15) was used for all dataset construction, time-to-
event analyses, and for generating graphics. 

4.3.3 Models

Multivariate Cox proportional hazards models were developed for the PE/DVT and 
bleeding events from Study 305.   Models were evaluated for both warfarin and edoxaban 
in the same dataset and also for edoxaban data alone.  The latter models (edoxaban) were 
explored  in the subsequent analyses owing to their better estimation of the observed 
event rates for edoxaban and as a full model accounting for the treatment effect of 
warfarin and relevant covariates (i.e., INR) was not being developed.  Model covariates 
tested included: treatment (warfarin vs. edoxaban), age, creatinine clearance (both 
Cockcroft-Gault and eGFR), edoxaban trough concentrations, log-transformed edoxaban 
trough concentrations, body weight, concomitant aspirin use, history of life-threatening 
bleeding, history of dyslipidemia, history of cardiovascular disease, history of 
cerebrovascular disease, history of renal disease, history of hepatic disease, history of 
pulmonary disease, history of cancer, recent surgery or immobilization, use of estrogen 
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containing drugs, recent active cancer, prior PE/DVT, prolonged sitting of more than 4 
hours, antithrombin deficiency, factor V Leiden deficiency, hyperhomocysteinanemia, 
antiphopholipid antibodies, protein c deficiency, protein S deficiency, promthrombin 
gene mutation, and sex.  Covariates were included into a full model if their univariate 
assessment indicated significance of the parameter at =0.05.  Covariates were 
eliminated from the model during a backwards elimination evaluation if based on a 
significance of the parameter at =0.05.  The efficacy and safety analyses were based on 
the full mITT population using the on-treatment censor for both efficacy and bleeding 
endpoints.  

Table 13.   Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
PE/DVT events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-D-305.

Estimate Standard Error z p

Edoxaban AUC (ng*hr/mL) -0.000663 0.000306 -2.17 0.03

PE/DVT Events

Table 14. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
major bleeds using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-D-305.

Estimate Standard Error z p

Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.0361 0.01746 2.07 3.90E-02

Concomitant Aspirin 0.7993 0.20669 3.87 1.10E-04

Age (years) 0.032 0.00676 4.74 2.20E-06

Sex -0.4087 0.18124 -2.26 2.40E-02

PE/DVT Events

4.4 Results

Refer to Section 1.1.1 for details on this analysis.  Figure 12 is shown below for 
completeness.  While there was a slight correlation between AUC and Ctrough (0.61), 
Ctrough was not a significant predictor for the probability of a PE/DVT event, whereas 
AUC was.  However, for completeness the efficacy relationship based on Ctrough is shown 
in Figure 12.    Additionally the Ctrough relationship for PE/DVT did not appear to 
qualitatively make sense below the evaluated concentrations.  That is no concentrations 
of edoxaban or placebo appeared to be better or the same as warfarin.  This was not the 
case with the AUC metric, which was a significant predictor.  The intercept for the Ctrough

relationship was most due to the use of linear AUC as the exposure metric, a slightly 
lower event rate for edoxaban (particularly for the highest exposures), and projections of 
the relationship back to the y-axis over an interval (0 to 11 ng/mL) where there are few 
patients and events.  Inclusion of a second edoxaban dose (i.e. 30 mg) in the study may 
have provided the necessary information to more accurately determine the edoxaban 
concentration at which PE/DVT event rates may have begun to increase relative to 
warfarin.  

Figure 12.  Exposure-response relationships for pulmonary embolism/deep-vein 
thromboses (only edoxaban exposure was found to be a significant predictor of 
response) and the observed rate for warfarin (horizontal dashed lines).  The 
corresponding observed edoxaban exposure range for varying degrees of renal 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
In this new drug application, Daiichi Sankyo, Inc. is seeking approval of edoxaban (NDA 
206316) for reduction in the risk of stroke and systemic embolic event (SEE) in patients 
with nonvalvular atrial fibrillation (Afib). Edoxaban is a third in class direct factor Xa 
inhibitor. In addition to warfarin, the following three products are approved for this 
indication: dabigatran, rivaroxaban, and apixaban. 

In support of the indication being sought, the Applicant conducted an extensive clinical 
pharmacology program and a single Phase 3 trial, ENGAGE-AF, a double dummy, 
warfarin controlled event driven trial in which two edoxaban doses (dose halved based on 
body weight, renal function and concomitant therapy with P-glycoprotein inhibitors) 
were evaluated. The Phase 3 trial met the primary objective of non-inferiority on the 
composite endpoint of ischemic stroke/SEE but failed to demonstrate superiority 
compared to warfarin. Compared to warfarin-treated subjects, the hazard ratio (HR) in the 
edoxaban 60 mg (30 mg) group was 0.86 (97.5% CI: 0.719, 1.029) and in the edoxaban 
30 mg (15 mg) group was 1.13 (97.5% CI: 0.955, 1.336). However, in the edoxaban 30 
mg (15 mg) group, results were not favorable with a HR for ischemic stroke of 1.54 
(1.25-1.9). For this reason, the Applicant is seeking to market only the 60 mg (30 mg) 
dose of edoxaban.  

Subgroup analyses of ENGAGE-AF identified unfavorable findings in patients with 
normal renal function (CrCL ≥ 80 mL/min), who comprised a large fraction of the target 
population (~37% in ENGAGE-AF). The HR for stroke/SEE in this subgroup for 
edoxaban 60 mg was 1.41 (0.97 – 2.05). The treatment by renal function interaction was 
nominally significant (p < 0.001) for both edoxaban dose groups. Less favorable results 
were also observed for the components of the primary efficacy endpoint across edoxaban 
dose groups in patients with CrCL≥80 mL/min. This unique finding for prevention of 
stroke with edoxaban, where alternative treatments are available, was identified as the 
most significant review issue with potential implications on regulatory action as well as 
labeling. Hence, the primary focus of this review was to identify and characterize the 
factors that may explain the observed difference in edoxaban treatment effect in patients 
with normal renal function from a clinical pharmacology perspective.  

Our analyses indicate that the observed outcomes relative to warfarin appear to be the 
result of lower edoxaban concentrations achieved in patients with normal renal function. 
This conclusion is also supported by the observation that the most favorable reduction in 
stroke/SEE compared to warfarin is observed in patients with mild renal impairment 
(CrCL ≥50 – < 80 mL/min), the subgroup with highest edoxaban exposure in ENGAGE 
AF. Also, supportive is the observation that major bleeding rates (relative to warfarin) are 
lower in edoxaban patients with normal renal function as compared to that in patients 
with mild renal impairment. Hence we consider edoxaban exposure to be a determinant 
of efficacy and safety. Further, steady-state trough concentration (Ctrough) attained in 
patients following administration of edoxaban was identified as a significant predictor of 
primary efficacy and safety endpoints in exposure–response analyses using multivariate 
Cox Proportional Hazards models. Similar exposure-response relationships have been 
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quantified for other thrombotic and safety events of interest including ischemic strokes, 
hemorrhagic strokes, life-threatening/fatal bleed, and major gastrointestinal bleed.  

We believe that based on exposure-response analyses, a path forward for optimizing dose 
in patients with  normal renal function can be derived by exposure-matching to that 
observed in patients with mild renal impairment. Dose adjustment based on exposure-
matching is routinely applied by the Agency for deriving dosing in sub-populations that 
are not represented in the registration trials, accounting for exposure changes resulting 
from drug-drug interactions, or mitigating safety concerns while maintaining acceptable 
efficacy. The choice of an appropriate edoxaban dose using this approach depends on the 
benefit/risk that will be considered acceptable, a topic for discussion at the 
Cardiovascular and Renal Drugs Advisory Committee meeting on Oct 30, 2014. To 
facilitate this discussion risk ratio projections for efficacy and safety endpoints of 
edoxaban 75 mg and edoxaban 90 mg in patients with normal renal function are 
presented in Table 1. The exposures projected to be achieved with these doses are mostly 
covered by the overall experience in ENGAGE-AF in patients with mild renal 
impairment. 

Table 1: Risk ratio based on event rates projected for edoxaban with doses greater 
than those studied in ENGAGE-AF for patients with normal renal function 
(CrCL≥80 mL/min).   

Endpoint Comparison Risk Ratio 

Stroke/SEE 
Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin* 1.41 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 1.14 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.05 

Major 
Bleed 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin* 0.71 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.96 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.19 

Ischemic 
Stroke 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin* 1.58 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 1.26 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.15 

LT / Fatal 
Bleed 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin* 0.69 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.73 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 0.78 

*Observed Hazard Ratio 
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1.1 Summary of Clinical Pharmacology and Biopharmaceutics Findings 
Key findings are listed below. 

Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics 

• The pharmacokinetics of edoxaban and its main active metabolite following oral 
administration of single and repeat doses are dose proportional in the range 
studied in healthy subjects (60 to 120 mg repeat doses) and in patients with atrial 
fibrillation. 

• The absolute bioavailability of edoxaban following oral administration is 62%. It 
is a substrate of the efflux transporter, P-glycoprotein.  

• Edoxaban undergoes minimal metabolism.  Its main active metabolite is formed 
via hydrolysis by carboxyesterase 1.  

• Edoxaban is eliminated mainly as unchanged drug in urine (60% of bioavailable 
drug) and to a lesser extent via biliary secretion.  

• Clearance of edoxaban in patients with atrial fibrillation is similar to that in 
healthy subjects (~ 30 L/h).  

• Edoxaban exhibits a concentration dependent effect on anti-FXa activity, 
prothrombin time, and activated partial thromboplastin time.  

Effect of intrinsic factors 

• A 75% increase in total systemic exposure (AUC) to edoxaban was observed in 
subjects with moderate and severe renal impairment compared to subjects with 
normal renal function.  A 30% increase in edoxaban AUC was observed in 
individuals with mild renal impairment compared to subjects with normal renal 
function. 

• Total systemic exposure to edoxaban was ~ 28% and 15% higher in the elderly 
and females, respectively.  

• After accounting for renal function and body weight, age and gender do not affect 
systemic exposure to edoxaban.  

Effect of extrinsic factors 

• Overall, increased peak and total systemic exposure to edoxaban was observed 
when edoxaban was co-administered with P-gp inhibitors. About 4% of the 
patients in ENGAGE-AF received an adjusted dose because of concomitant 
therapy with P-gp inhibitors.  Trough concentrations in these patients were ~ half 
those observed in patients who did not receive an adjusted dose (after accounting 
for renal function).  

• Co-administration of rifampin resulted in ~ 40% loss of total systemic edoxaban 
exposure (AUC).  While an increase in systemic exposure to its equipotent active 
metabolite D21-2393 makes up for this loss in total systemic exposure, it is driven 
by an increase in peak systemic exposure (Cmax) to D21-2393. At trough (end of 
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inter-dosing interval), there still exists a ~ 80% reduction in exposure to both 
edoxaban and the metabolite combined.  

Exposure-response relationships 

• For thrombotic events such as stroke/SEE and ischemic stroke, the probability of 
the event decreases with increasing edoxaban trough concentration. 

• For bleeding events the probability of the event increases with increasing 
edoxaban trough concentration. 

• In general, the model predictions by dose and degree of renal impairment appear 
to reasonably capture the central tendency of the observed data for both efficacy 
and safety endpoints of interest. 

• The efficacy and safety findings in the subgroup of patients with normal renal 
function and patients with mild renal impairment in ENGAGE-AF can be 
attributed to edoxaban exposure achieved in the trial. 

• Dose optimization based on exposure-matching is a viable option for optimizing 
the dose for patients with normal renal function. 
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2 QUESTION BASED REVIEW 

2.1 General Attributes of the Drug 

2.1.1 What are the highlights of the chemistry and physical-chemical 
properties of the drug substance and the formulation of the drug 
product? 

Drug substance  

Appearance  A white to pale yellowish-white powder 

Chemical name N-(5-Chloropyridin-2-yl)-N'-[(1S,2R,4S)-4-
(N,Ndimethylcarbamoyl)-2-(5-methyl-4,5,6,7-tetrahydro [1,3] 
thiazolo [5,4-c]pyridine-2-carboxamido)cyclohexyl]oxamide 
mono(4-methylbenzenesulfonate) monohydrate 

Molecular formula C24H30ClN7O4S•C7H8O3S•H2O 

Molecular weight 738.27 (548.06 as edoxaban anhydrous base) 

Structural formula 

 
Source: Quality Overall Summary for Drug Substance, Page 3 

Solubility pH range Descriptive term1 Concentration range 
1.2 - 5 Slightly soluble 6.2 – 1.8 mg/mL 
6 - 7 Very slightly soluble 0.54 – 0.14 mg/mL 
9 Practically insoluble 0.08 mg/mL 

 

pKa 6.7 

Partition coefficients Log Po/w at pH 4 = -0.91, Log Po/w at pH 8 = 1.72 

Drug product 

Edoxaban was formulated as round, film coated, unscored, debossed immediate release 
tablets in strengths of 15, 30, and 60 mg differentiated by color and debossing.  The 
excipients were mannitol, pregelatinized starch, crospovidone, hydroxypropyl cellulose, 
and magnesium stearate.   

 talc and carnauba wax. 

2.1.2 What are the proposed mechanism of action and therapeutic 
indications? 

                                                 
1 USP definition 
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Edoxaban is a direct acting, competitive, selective inhibitor of free factor Xa (Ki=0.651 
nM) and factor Xa in the prothrombinase complex (Ki= 0.903 nM) (Study R20020850 
and R20060456). Factor Xa is the prime component of the prothrombinase complex 
(fXa+fVa) which catalyzes the conversion of prothrombin to thrombin.  Thrombin 
catalyzes the conversion of fibrinogen to insoluble fibrin, the last step in clot formation.  
Hence, inhibition of factor Xa decreases clot formation2. 

The applicant is seeking an indication for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation (SPAF).  

2.1.3 What are the proposed dosages and routes of administration? 

Edoxaban will be formulated as immediate release tablets (15, 30, and 60 mg) for oral 
administration.  The applicant is seeking approval of 30 and 60 mg strengths. 

2.2 General Clinical Pharmacology 

2.2.1 What are the design features of the clinical pharmacology and the 
clinical studies used to support dosing or claims? 

The clinical pharmacology program for edoxaban included trials characterizing 
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics following single and multiple doses of 
edoxaban, a mass balance trial, drug interactions trials, absolute and relative 
bioavailability trials, food effect trials, trials in specific populations, and Phase 2 trials in 
relevant patient populations 3.  Sixteen in vitro studies were conducted to identify the 
relevant enzymes and transporters involved in the metabolism and transport of edoxaban, 
and to determine the protein binding and RBC distribution characteristics of edoxaban.  
Thirty nine in vivo trials and 16 in vitro studies were considered relevant in understanding 
and interpreting Phase 3 data and therefore reviewed.  The individual study reviews will 
be included in a separate addendum to this review.  

A single Phase 3 trial conducted in atrial fibrillation (Afib) patients was submitted in 
support of efficacy and safety of edoxaban in SPAF.  ENGAGE-AF was a multi-center, 
double dummy, warfarin controlled, event driven trial.  Two edoxaban dose levels (30 
and 60 mg given once daily) were evaluated in this trial. 

2.2.2 What is the basis for selecting the response endpoints and how are 
they measured in clinical pharmacology trials? 

Anti-factor Xa activity, prothrombin time (PT), activated partial thromboplastin time 
(aPTT), and D-Dimer formation were the pharmacodynamic (PD) response endpoints 
measured in most trials in the edoxaban development program.  Edoxaban is expected to 
exert its effect in SPAF by inhibiting factor Xa activity and thereby decreasing clot 
formation.  Measuring anti-factor Xa activity provides a direct assessment of the drug’s 
pharmacodynamic effect.  Other coagulation measures with established reference range 
can be informative of edoxaban’s effect on the various components of the coagulation 
pathway.  
                                                 
2 Hoffman, et al, Coagulation 2006: A modern view of hemostasis, Hematology and oncology clinics of North America, 21(1):1-11 
3 \\cdsesub1\evsprod\nda206316\0000\m5\52-tab-list\tabular-listing.pdf 
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The primary efficacy endpoint in ENGAGE-AF was a composite of stroke and systemic 
embolic event (SEE) and major bleeding4 was the primary safety endpoint.  

2.2.3 Are the active moieties in plasma appropriately identified and 
measured to assess pharmacokinetic parameters and exposure 
response relationships? 

Edoxaban and its major active human specific metabolite D21-2393 (Ki=0.797 nM) are 
the active moieties in plasma.  These were appropriately identified and measured in 
plasma (and urine where applicable) to permit adequate assessment of pharmacokinetics.  

Poor practices at a bioanalytical site used in the edoxaban development program rendered 
data generated at that site unreliable.  Appropriate measures to remedy this were 
proposed by the applicant and found acceptable.  Please see bioanalytical validation 
reports or individual study reports for details (see Addendum to review). 

2.3 Exposure-Response 

2.3.1 What was the basis for dose selection for Phase 3? 
Dose and dosing regimen for Phase 3 was selected based on PK/PD data from Phase 1 
and the safety results of a Phase 2 trial conducted in patients with Afib. 

A total daily dose of 60 mg appears to have been selected based on the pharmacokinetic / 
pharmacodynamic data from Phase 1.  A dose dependent increase in anti-Xa activity, PT 
and aPTT was observed at doses up to 60 mg.  At doses higher than 60 mg, the increase 
was less pronounced in some of the PD measures.  

The choice of a dosing regimen was based on the safety results of the Phase 2 trial in 
patients with Afib (Study PRT018).  This was a 12 week warfarin controlled trial in 
which patients with a CHADS2 score of ≥ 2 were randomized to treatment with blinded 
edoxaban (30 mg QD, 60 mg QD, 30 mg BID, or 60 mg BID, n=230-240/group) or open 
label warfarin.  Major bleeds was the primary endpoint (safety) of interest in this trial.  
The incidence of bleeding was found to be lower with the QD regimens as compared to 
the BID regimens (see Table 2). 

Table 2 Incidence of major bleeds in Phase 2 dose selection trial. 

 30 mg QD 
(n=235) 

30 mg BID 
(n=244) 

60 mg QD 
(n=234) 

60 mg BID 
(n=180) 

Warfarin 
(n=250) 

Major bleed 
   n 
   % (95% CI) 

 
0 
0 (0, 1.6) 

 
5 
2 (0.7, 4.7) 

 
1 
0.4 (0, 2.4) 

 
6 
3.3 (1.2, 7.1) 

 
1  
0.4 (0, 2.2) 

All bleed 
   n 
   % (95% CI) 

 
13 
5.5 (3, 9.3) 

 
31 
12.7 (8.8, 17.5) 

 
17  
7.3 (4.3, 11.4) 

 
33 
18.3 (13, 24.8) 

 
20 
8, (5, 12.1) 

Source: Adapted from Table 15.2.8.1.1, Clinical Study Report DU176b-PRT018 

                                                 
4 ISTH major bleed (fatal bleeding, symptomatic bleeding in a critical area or organ, transfusion adjusted Hg decrease ≥ 2 g/dL) 
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Further, as seen in Figure 1 the incidence of major bleeds increased with increasing pre-
dose edoxaban concentration.  The incidence of major bleeding in the QD regimens was 
lower than that in the warfarin treated group (dashed horizontal line). 

 

 

Systemic exposure to edoxaban was found to be ~ 75% higher in subjects with moderate 
and severe renal impairment (see section 2.5).  Additionally, a 50% to 90% increase in 
systemic exposure to edoxaban was observed in subjects receiving concomitant P-gp 
inhibitors (see section 2.6).  A population pharmacokinetics/ pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) 
analysis of these data and data from the Phase 2 trial (Analysis report TMPP004) 
suggested a dose reduction by half in those with moderately impaired renal function or 
receiving concomitant therapy with strong P-gp inhibitors would provide exposures that 
may result in major bleed event rates comparable to or lower than that observed for 
warfarin.  Also, the incidence of bleeding events was higher in the ≤60 kg subgroup than 
in the >60 kg subgroup in a Japanese Afib Phase 2 trial (Study C-J225).  

Based on the above information, a pre-specified 50% dose reduction was utilized for 
patients meeting one or more of the following criteria in the Phase 3 trial: i) moderately 
impaired renal function (CrCL ≥30 - ≤ 50 mL/min); ii) receiving concomitant therapy 
with strong P-gp inhibitors; or iii) body weight ≤ 60 Kg.  Two edoxaban doses were 
evaluated (30 mg QD and 60 mg QD) with accompanying 50% dose reductions (15 mg 
QD and 30 mg QD, respectively) in patients meeting one or more of the above criteria in 
Phase 3 (ENGAGE-AF).   

2.3.2 What factors in ENGAGE-AF may have contributed to the observed 
thrombotic event rate in patients with normal renal function? 

Sub-group analyses by baseline characteristics in ENGAGE-AF for the primary efficacy 
end point, identified a nominally significant interaction for treatment by renal function 
(interaction p < 0.001).  The hazard ratio (HR) for edoxaban 60 mg versus the warfarin 

 

Figure 1: Pre-dose edoxaban 
concentration (Cmin) is a significant 
predictor of a major bleed. 

The solid line and shaded region represent 
the predicted probability and 95% 
confidence limits, respectively.  The filled 
circles represent the observed proportion 
(95% confidence limits) of patients with a 
major bleed by treatment group (30 mg 
QD (○), 60 mg QD (x), 30 mg BID (+), 
and 60 mg BID (∆)).  The dashed 
horizontal line represents the incidence of 
major bleeds in the warfarin treated group. 

Source: FDA reviewer’s analysis 
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group is greater than 1.0 in patients with normal renal function (CRCL ≥ 80 mL/min) as 
shown in Table 3.  On the other hand, the HR in patients with mild renal impairment is 
not only less than 1.0 but is lowest among the three renal function categories.  Similar 
results are also observed for the edoxaban 30 mg group.  

Table 3: Hazard Ratio by renal function categories in ENGAGE-AF for stroke/SEE  

Subgroup 
CRCL (mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 mg  
(30 mg DosAdj) 

Overall 0.79 (0.61 – 1.02) 
≥80 1.41 (0.97 – 2.06) 
>50 - <80 0.53 (0.40 – 0.70) 
30 - ≤50 0.88 (0.58 – 1.32) 

Source: Adapted from Table 14.2.5.1; Clinical Study Report DU176B-C-U301 

The subgroup analysis for the major bleed did not show a statistically significant 
treatment by renal function interaction.  However, consistent with the efficacy finding, 
the risk for major bleeding, relative to warfarin, is numerically higher in patients with 
mild renal dysfunction compared to those with normal renal function as shown in Table 
4.   

 Table 4: Hazard Ratio by renal function categories in ENGAGE-AF for major 
bleed  

Subgroup 
CrCL (mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 mg  (30 mg DosAdj) 
HR (95% CI) 

Overall 0.80 (0.71 – 0.91) 
≥80 0.71 (0.55 – 0.90) 
>50 - <80 0.90 (0.75 – 1.08) 
30 - ≤50 0.75 (0.38 – 0.96) 

Source: Adapted from Table 14.2.5.1, Clinical Study Report DU176B-C-U301 

These outcomes appear to be a result of lower edoxaban concentrations  achieved in 
patients with normal renal function compared to the mild renal dysfunction group (CRCL 
≥50 – <80 mL/min) as summarized in the Table 5.   

Table 5: Steady-state edoxaban Ctrough derived from POPPK analysis by renal 
function categories in ENGAGE-AF (Median and Interquartile Range) 

Subgroup 
CrCL (mL/min) 

Edoxaban Dose 
(mg) 

Edoxaban Trough Conc. 
(ng/mL ) 

≥80 60 27.3 (23.8 – 30.8) 
>50 - <80 60 36.6 (33.0 – 40.6) 
30 - ≤50 30 27.0 (24.5 – 32.3) 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

Further, in patients with moderate renal insufficiency, dose reduction to 30 mg QD seems 
to be an over correction based on a PK comparison between patients with mild renal 
impairment administered 60 mg and patients with moderate renal impairment 
administered 30 mg.  A difference in edoxaban exposure with respect to renal function is 
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anticipated given that renal elimination is identified as a primary route of edoxaban 
elimination.  These findings lead us to believe that systemic edoxaban exposures may be 
deterministic and  prompted further characterization and quantification of the exposure-
response relationship for both efficacy and safety endpoints.  

2.3.3 What are the characteristics of the exposure-response relationships 
for efficacy and safety for edoxaban? 

A clear dose-response relationship is observed for the primary efficacy & safety 
endpoints (Table 6). 

Table 6: Comparison of the event rate (%/yr) across the treatment groups in 
ENGAGE-AF for stroke/SEE and major bleeding 

Endpoint Edoxaban 60 mg   
(30 mg DosAdj) 

 

Edoxaban 30 mg   
(15 mg DosAdj) 

 

Warfarin 

First Stroke/SEE 1.61 1.18 1.50 
Major Bleed 1.61 2.75 3.43 

Source: Adapted from Table 11.5, Clinical Study Report DU176B-C-U301 

A time-to-event approach was utilized for establishing exposure-response relationships 
for all stroke/SEE, ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, life-threatening and fatal bleeds, 
major bleeds, major GI bleeds, clinically-relevant non-major and major bleeds, and 
MACE events.  A subset of these analyses are presented below under subsection headings 
of Efficacy (stroke/SEE, ischemic stroke) and Safety (major bleed, life-threatening/fatal 
bleed), and the remainder of the analyses along with technical details are located in the 
Pharmacometrics Review (Appendix I). 

Exposure-efficacy relationships  
The exposure-response analyses based on the multivariate Cox proportional hazards 
models are represented below.  After adjusting for significant predictors of risk at 
baseline, the probability of all stroke/SEE and ischemic stroke decreases with increasing 
edoxaban trough concentrations (Ctrough; p<0.05) as presented in Figures 2 and 3.  This 
relationship is consistent across the three renal function categories.  
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Figure 2: The exposure-response relationship for all stroke/SEE suggests a lower 
probability of stroke/SEE within 1 year with increasing edoxaban trough 
concentrations 

Exposure-response relationships are shown for a typical patient with normal renal function (blue line), mild 
renal impairment (red line), and moderate renal impairment (green line) for individuals in the edoxaban 
high dose arm (60 mg).  Horizontal reference lines indicate the observed rate of stroke/SEE for the warfarin 
treatment arm for the corresponding color coded renal function groups.  The intersection of the exposure 
response relationship and the observed warfarin event rate (dashed lines) occurs at the concentration of 
edoxaban that is predicted to produce similar efficacy results to warfarin.  The horizontal bands indicate the 
exposure range (5th to 95th percentile) for edoxaban in each renal function group.  The vertical dashed line 
indicates the 99th percentile of Edoxaban Ctrough concentration. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

 

Figure 3: The exposure-response relationship for ischemic stroke suggests a lower 
probability of an ischemic stroke within 1 year with increasing edoxaban trough 
concentrations 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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The model predictions by dose and degree of renal insufficiency appear to reasonably 
capture the central tendency of the observed data.  The two groups with the lowest 
edoxaban exposures (normal renal function and moderate renal dysfunction) generally 
exhibit higher probability of ischemic stroke compared to warfarin across their range of 
exposures.  See the Pharmacometrics Review for additional details.  

Exposure-safety relationships  
The exposure-response safety analyses based on the multivariate Cox proportional 
hazards models are represented below.  After adjusting for significant predictors of risk at 
baseline, the probability of major bleeding and life-threatening/fatal5 bleeding increases 
as a function of edoxaban Ctrough achieved.  These relationships are generally consistent 
across all renal function categories and are presented in Figures 4 and 5.  It should be 
noted that the edoxaban exposures at the studied doses produced rates of bleeding that are 
less than those for warfarin in each respective renal function group.  These findings are in 
agreement with observed data from ENGAGE-AF.  

 

Figure 4:  Exposure-Response relationship for major bleeds suggests increasing 
events with increasing edoxaban concentrations. 

Exposure-response relationships are shown for a typical patient with normal renal function (blue line), mild 
renal impairment (red line), and moderate renal impairment (green line).  Horizontal dashed reference lines 
indicate the observed rate of major bleeds in the warfarin treatment arm for the corresponding color coded 
renal function groups.  The intersection of the exposure response relationship and the relevant warfarin 
reference line occurs at the concentration of edoxaban that is predicted to produce similar results to 
warfarin.  The horizontal bands in the top center of the figure indicate the exposure range (5th to 95th 
percentile) for edoxaban in each renal function group in the edoxaban high dose arm.  The vertical dashed 
line indicates the 99th percentile of Edoxaban Ctrough concentrations. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
 

                                                 
5 All non-fatal ICH and non-fatal non-intracranial major bleeds with hemodynamic compromise requiring intervention 
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Figure 5:  Exposure-Response relationship for life-threatening bleeds and fatal 
bleeds suggests increasing events with increasing edoxaban concentrations. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

The major gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding rate was significantly higher in edoxaban treated 
subjects (60 mg) compared to subjects who received warfarin.  Consistent with the 
previous findings, there is an exposure dependent increase in the probability of major GI 
bleeding events as shown in Figure 6.  The exposures attained at the studied doses 
produce event rates of major GI bleeding that are higher than those observed in subjects 
with mild or moderate renal impairment who were treated with warfarin.  These findings 
are in agreement with observed data from ENGAGE-AF.  The rate of major GI bleed 
observed with edoxaban is similar to some of the previously approved novel oral 
anticoagulants. 

 

Figure 6:  Exposure-Response relationship for major GI bleeds suggests increasing 
events with increasing edoxaban concentrations. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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See the Pharmacometrics Review for additional details.  

2.3.4 Is it possible to optimize the dosing in patients with normal renal 
function based on the exposure-response relationships for efficacy 
and safety? 

Based on the dose-response and exposure-response relationships described in sections 
2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we believe the major driver of the findings in patients with normal renal 
function is sub-optimal edoxaban exposure.  As such, dose optimization based on the 
principle of exposure-matching can be envisioned to improve the efficacy outcomes.  The 
concept of exposure-matching is routinely applied by the Agency for deriving dosing in 
sub-populations that are not represented in the registration trials, accounting for exposure 
changes resulting from drug-drug interactions, or mitigating safety concerns while 
maintaining acceptable efficacy.  In this instance, dosing in patients with normal renal 
function can be derived to match the exposures observed in patients with mild renal 
impairment administered 60 mg.   This approach will allow for dose optimization within 
the confines of the clinical trial experience.   The doses that can be considered for 
patients with normal renal function under these constraints are 75 mg QD and 90 mg QD.  
While these doses were not studied in ENGAGE-AF, the projected exposure in patients 
with normal renal function in general is covered by the overall experience in ENGAGE-
AF as shown in Table 8. 

Table 7: Projected Edoxaban Ctrough in patients with normal renal function for 75 
mg QD and 90 mg QD   

Subgroup 
CrCL (mL/min) 

Edoxaban Dose 
(mg) 

Edoxaban Trough Conc. 
(ng/mL ) 

≥80 60* 27.3 (23.8 – 30.8) 
≥80 75 34.1 (29.8 – 38.5) 
≥80 90 41.2 (35.9 – 46.2) 
>50 - <80 60* 36.6 (33.0 – 40.6) 

*These doses were studied in ENGAGE-AF. 
Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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2.3.5 What are the characteristics of the pharmacokinetic-
pharmacodynamics relationships?  

A concentration dependent effect of edoxaban was observed on all pharmacodynamic 
markers measured in the edoxaban development program.  As seen in Figure 7, 
prothrombin time increases linearly with edoxaban concentrations.  Similarly, the 
edoxaban – anti-factor Xa relationship is linear in the range to 200 ng/mL (see Figure 8).  

 

Figure 7: Edoxaban concentration – prothrombin time (PT) relationship in healthy 
subjects (n=10/group) following administration of a single oral dose of edoxaban 
tablet (Study PRT001).  

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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Figure 8: Edoxaban concentration - anti-Xa activity relationship in healthy subjects 
(n=5-10/group) following administration of a single oral dose of edoxaban tablet 
(Study PRT001). 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

2.3.6 Does this drug prolong QT/QTc Interval? 
No, edoxaban does not appear to prolong QTc interval.  Please refer to the QT-IRT 
review (DARRTS date 11/10/2008). 

2.4 Pharmacokinetic characteristics  

2.4.1 What are the single and multiple dose PK parameters? 
Single and multiple dose pharmacokinetics of edoxaban were evaluated over the dose 
range of 10 to 150 mg and 60 to 120 mg, respectively, in a trial conducted in healthy 
subjects (Study PRT001).  Edoxaban exhibits close to dose proportional 
pharmacokinetics in the range of 10 to 150 mg (power model (AUC) - slope (95%CI) = 
0.95 (0.85,1.04)). 

On average, peak edoxaban plasma concentrations were observed within 2 hours 
following oral administration.  Mean CL/F and terminal elimination half-life was 
estimated to be ~ 36 L/h (%CV=23) and 9 h (range=6, 11), respectively.  The effective 
half-life is ~ 6 h.  
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Following repeat once daily administration 10-15% accumulation in total systemic 
exposure (AUC) to edoxaban was observed.  However, pre-dose (C24 for QD 
administration) concentration following repeat QD administration was ~ 1.7X that 
observed after a single dose (31 vs 18 ng/mL).  Similarly, following repeat twice daily 
administration, accumulation based on AUC was ~ 45% and pre-dose concentration (C12 
for BID administration) was 2X that following the first dose.  For the same total daily 
dose, trough concentration following twice daily dosing is 2X that following once daily 
dosing.  

Following intravenous administration of a single dose in healthy subjects, mean CL of 
edoxaban was ~ 22 L/h (%CV=14).  The terminal elimination half-life was estimated to 
be ~ 6.7 h (range=4.2 to 16.4 h) (Study A-U139).  

Following oral administration of edoxaban, peak plasma D21-2393 concentrations were 
observed at about 2 h.  The elimination half-life was similar to that of edoxaban.  
Following repeat once daily administration of edoxaban, 35% accumulation in total 
systemic exposure to D21-2393 was observed (Study A-U151).  Total systemic exposure 
to D21-2393 was less than 10% of parent drug.  

2.4.2 How does the PK of the drug and its major metabolites in healthy 
adults compare to that in patients? 

Edoxaban pharmacokinetics is similar between healthy subjects and patient population.  

Table 10: PK parameters of edoxaban in healthy subjects and Afib patients 

 Healthy subjects a  
(n=10) 

Afibb 

CL/F (mL/min) 33.7 29.4 
Vc/F + Vp/F (L) 433d   283 

a. Noncompartmental analysis from PRT001  
b. Population PK parameter estimates in typical patients (70 kg) from TMPP008 
c. Vz/F 

Source: Adapted from Table 12.11, Clinical Study Report DU176-E-PRT001 and 
Population PK Study Report TMPP008 

2.4.3 What are the characteristics of drug absorption? 
Following oral administration peak edoxaban concentrations are achieved within 1-2 h.  
The absolute bioavailability is approximately 62%.  Edoxaban appears to be 
predominantly absorbed in the upper GI tract.  

Compared to oral administration, both rate and extent of absorption of edoxaban were 
reduced to 10-15 % when administered to the distal small intestine or ascending colon.  
Hence, a method that could deposit drug directly into distal small intestine will result in 
decreased systemic exposure to edoxaban. 

2.4.4 What are the characteristics of drug distribution? 
Edoxaban appears to be widely distributed in the body, with an average (SD) steady-state 
volume of distribution of 107 (±19.9) L (Study A-U139).  The in vitro total plasma 
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protein binding for edoxaban at concentrations from 0.2 to 5 μg/mL6 is about 55%, and 
D21-2393 is about 80% bound to plasma proteins over a concentration range of 0.2 
μg/mL to 2 μg/mL.  Edoxaban partitions almost equally in blood (46%) and plasma.  

Edoxaban is a substrate of the efflux transporter, P-glycoprotein (P-gp), but not a 
substrate for uptake transporters such as organic anion transporting polypeptide 
(OATP1B1), organic anion transporters (OAT1 and OAT3), or organic cation transporter 
(OCT2) (Study AM10-C0129-R01). 

2.4.5 Does the mass balance study suggest renal or hepatic as the major 
route of elimination? 

Edoxaban appears to be eliminated mainly as unchanged drug in urine and to a lesser 
extent via biliary secretion.  A small fraction of the drug is metabolized and excreted in 
urine and feces. 

Following oral administration of [14C]-edoxaban as a solution (Study PRT019), about 
35% and 62% of the administered dose7 was recovered in urine and feces, respectively.  
Elimination via the renal route appears to be the faster of the two elimination routes.  
About 16 and 17% of the administered dose was recovered in urine within 0-4 and 4-24 
hours, respectively, as unchanged drug and metabolites.  In comparison, only ~ 2% of the 
administered dose was recovered in feces within 24 hours of administration.  The major 
fraction, ~ 50% of the administered dose, was eliminated in feces over the time interval 
of 24 to 72 hours post-oral administration of edoxaban.  Additionally, < 5% of the 
administered dose was recovered as metabolites in urine (0-48h) or feces (0-144h). 

Edoxaban was the major component in plasma (see Figure 9).  

 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

                                                 
6 Edoxaban Cmax @ 60 mg is ~ 0.3 μg/mL 
7 F=0.62 

Figure 9: Mean plasma 
total radioactivity (+, ng 
eq/mL) and edoxaban (○, 
ng/mL) concentration 
versus time profile 
following administration of 
60 mg 14C-edoxaban 
solution in six healthy 
individuals. 
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2.4.6 What are the characteristics of drug metabolism? 
Edoxaban is metabolized mainly by carboxyesterase 1 (CES1) and Cytochrome P450 3A 
(CYP3A).  The major human specific active metabolite of edoxaban, D21-2393, is 
formed by hydrolysis at the carbonyl carbon of the N,N-dimethylcarbamoyl group by 
CES1 (Study AM10-C0146-R01).  Metabolism by CYP3A results in formation of several 
other metabolites, including the two other active metabolites D21-1402 and D21-2135 
(Study AM09-C0101-R01).  Glucuronidated metabolites of edoxaban were also detected.  
Total systemic exposure to D21-2393 was ~ 10% that of edoxaban in healthy individuals.  
The remaining metabolites were detected in trace amounts and together equal < 5% of 
total systemic exposure to edoxaban.  A schematic of the metabolic pathway is presented 
in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: A schematic of the metabolic pathway of edoxaban in humans.  

Source: Figure 1.3 of Summary of Clinical Pharmacology Studies 

2.4.7 What are the characteristics of drug elimination? 
Edoxaban appears to be eliminated mainly as unchanged drug in urine and to a lesser 
extent via biliary secretion.  A small fraction of the drug is metabolized and excreted in 
urine and feces.  Please see section 2.4.5. 

2.4.8 Based on PK parameters, what is the degree of linearity in the dose-
concentration relationship? 

Edoxaban exhibits close to dose proportional pharmacokinetics in the range of 10 to 150 
mg (slope (AUC) (95%CI) = 0.95 (0.85, 1.04)). 
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2.4.9 What is the inter- subject variability of PK parameters in volunteers 
and patients? 

The inter- and intra-subject variability for clearance and volume of distribution of 
edoxaban is low (<30%) in healthy volunteers.  In patients, only sparse PK samples were 
collected.  Inter-individual variability for parameter estimates using PPK analysis were 
13.6% and 21.5% in Afib patients (PPK Study Report TMPP008) for CL/F and Vc/F, 
respectively. 

2.5 Intrinsic Factors 

2.5.1 What intrinsic factors influence exposure and/or response, and what 
is the impact of any differences in exposure on efficacy or safety 
responses? 

Approximately 60% of a bioavailable dose of edoxaban is excreted in urine and the rest 
via biliary secretion.  Given this, impaired renal (including because of advanced age) or 
hepatic function (with bile duct obstruction) are expected to impact edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics.  Additionally, total body weight was found to be a predictor of 
bleeding (safety) in a Phase 2 trial.  

Renal function 

The effect of renal impairment on edoxaban pharmacokinetics was assessed following 
administration of a single dose of 15 mg of edoxaban (Study A-U120).  Subjects with 
normal, mild, moderate, severe renal impairment or end stage renal disease (ESRD) 
undergoing peritoneal dialysis were enrolled in the trial (n=8/group).  As seen in Figure 
11 total systemic exposure (AUC) to edoxaban increased 1.75X in individuals with 
moderate or severe renal impairment, and close to 2X in individuals with ESRD.  Peak 
systemic exposure (Cmax) was not affected.  Systemic exposure (AUC and Cmax) to the 
major active metabolite, D21-2393, was also higher in subjects with impaired renal 
function.  The metabolite to parent ratio ranged from 0.05 in individuals with normal 
renal function and to 0.13 in individuals with severely impaired renal function and is 
similar to that reported in other trials in healthy subjects (~ 0.1). 
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Figure 11:  Total systemic exposure to edoxaban and D21-2393* is increased in 
individuals with impaired renal function.  The closed circles represent the geometric 
mean ratio (test/reference) for AUCinf and Cmax and the horizontal line represents 
the 90%CI associated with the mean. *considered exploratory because of bioanalytical 
problems 
Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Increased exposure to edoxaban, as a consequence of impaired renal function may 
increase the risk for bleeding.  Please see section 2.3 for information on dose adjustments 
for impaired renal function. 

Hepatic function 

The effect of hepatic impairment on edoxaban pharmacokinetics was assessed following 
oral administration of a single dose of 15 mg edoxaban conducted in subjects with mild 
or moderate hepatic impairment and matched controls with normal hepatic function (n=8/ 
group) (Study A-E134).  As seen in Figure 12 there was no meaningful difference in 
systemic exposure to edoxaban or its metabolite in subjects with mild or moderate 
hepatic impairment. 

Edoxaban D21-2393 
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Figure 12: Total systemic exposure to edoxaban and D21-2393 in individuals with 
impaired hepatic function is similar to that in individuals with normal hepatic 
function.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean ratio (test/reference) for 
AUCinf and Cmax; horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean.  

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Patients with moderately impaired hepatic function (Child-Pugh B) may have intrinsic 
coagulation abnormalities.  That combined with the limited data available in this sub-
population, dosing recommendations cannot be provided. 

Age 

The impact of age on the PK and PD of edoxaban was assessed in Study PRT002.  In this 
trial, the peak exposure was similar in elderly males and young males, but the total 
exposure was up to 28% higher in elderly males.  The higher total exposure is considered 
to be related to a decline in renal function with age.  Consistent with similar values for 
peak exposure, the maximum observed effects for PT and aPTT were similar between 
elderly males and young males. 

After accounting for body weight and renal function, age did not have a clinically or 
statistically significant effect on edoxaban PK in Afib patients (PPK Study Reort 
TMPP008).  Additionally, the median age in ENGAGE-AF was 72 years and ~ 40% were 
≥ 75 years.  There were no safety concerns identified in this group.  Hence, for the above 
reasons, a dose reduction because of age is not recommended. 

Gender 

In a PPK analysis (PPK Study Report TMPP014) using data from Phase 1 studies, the 
apparent clearance and volume were found to be slightly lower in healthy females than in 
males.  However, the difference was less than 15% and was not significant when other 
factors such as body weight were taken into account.  In AF patients, after accounting for 
body weight, gender did not have an additional clinically or statistically significant effect 

Edoxaban D21-2393 
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on edoxaban PK (PPK Study Report TMPP008). Thus, no dose modification is necessary 
based on gender. 

Ethnicity 

The effect of race on edoxaban pharmacokinetics was assessed in healthy Caucasian and 
Japanese males (Study J01).  Creatinine clearance and age were similar between races, 
but weights were little bit higher in the Caucasian group (76-81 kg) than the Japanese 
group (62-67 kg).  The point estimate of the ratio of Caucasians to Japanese 
(Caucasians/Japanese) in the geometric mean of each PK parameter was 0.7 to 1.6, 
showing no evident difference between Japanese and Caucasians in a dose range of 60 to 
120 mg. 

Genetics 

The effect of a common polymorphism in the gene encoding P-gp (ABCB1 C3435T) on 
edoxaban PK was evaluated by the Applicant in healthy subjects in a post-hoc analysis 
using pooled data from 14 single-dose PK trials (Study Report TMPG0001).  No 
significant differences were observed between genotypes for any evaluated PK 
parameters, including AUCInf and Cmax (Table 11). 

Table 11: PK Parameters by ABCB1 Genotype 

PK Parameter ABCB1 345 C/C ABCB1 345 C/T ABCB1 345 T/T 

AUCinf   1789.4 (25.2) 1845.2 (22.6) 1862.7 (23.4) 

Cmax 245.78 (39.3) 268.09 (35.5) 261.31 (38.8) 

Source: Study Report TMPG002, Data presented as mean (CV%) 
The applicant evaluated the impact of genetic variants in CYP2C9 and VKORC1 on major 
and clinically relevant non-major bleeding in their Phase 2 (study report TMPG0002) and 
Phase 3 (study report TMPG0003) atrial fibrillation studies.  Subjects were characterized 
as warfarin “Normal Responders” and “Sensitive Responders” based on their CYP2C9 
and VKORC1 genotype (see Genomics and Targeted Therapy Review in the Addendum).  
Among warfarin treated patients, bleeding rates were numerically higher during the first 
90 days of treatment in the Sensitive Responder group (5.9%) compared to the Normal 
Responder group (4.6%).  Within the edoxaban 60 mg (high exposure) treatment group, 
bleeding rates were similar in the Normal Responder (5.1%) and Sensitive Responder 
(4.2%) groups, suggesting that predicted warfarin phenotype does not impact edoxaban 
safety. 

Body weight 

Total body weight was identified as a predictor of bleeding in a Phase 2 trial conducted in 
Japan in the Afib population.  This was a 12 week warfarin controlled trial in which 
patients with at least one risk factor for an embolism (CHADS2 score of ≥ 1) were 
randomized to treatment with blinded edoxaban (30 mg QD, 45 mg QD or 60 mg QD, 
n=130-135/group) or open label warfarin (Study J-225).  The probability of a bleeding 
event in those with a TBW ≤ 60 Kg was ~ 2X that in patients who had a TBW > 60 Kg 
(all other factors being equal).  Hence, TBW of 60 Kg was used as a threshold for dose 
reduction in Phase 3.  
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A very small proportion of the population in ENGAGE-AF (~ 4%) received a reduced 
edoxaban dose because of low body weight (TBW ≤ 60 Kg) alone.  There are several 
factors to be considered in interpreting these sparse data.  First, edoxaban trough 
concentrations in the dose adjusted group was about half those in patients with received 
edoxaban 60 mg (median pre-dose concentrations of 21 ng/mL (n=291) vs 37 ng/mL 
(n=5251)), indicating that the pharmacokinetics of edoxaban in patients with low body 
weight was similar to those with body weight > 60 kg.  As such, the final population PK 
model did not identify body weight as a significant predictor of edoxaban clearance.  
Second, while TBW was identified as an independent predictor of efficacy (low TBW 
associated with increased risk for events) it was not a significant predictor of safety.  
Finally, low TBW is often correlated with other factors that affect outcomes such as 
lower CrCL or increased age.  Taken together, there does not appear to be a need for dose 
reduction in patients with a TBW ≤ 60 Kg alone. 

2.5.2 What pregnancy and lactation use information is there in the label? 
There are no adequate and well-controlled trials in pregnant women.  Edoxaban should be 
used during pregnancy only if the potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the 
mother and fetus.  

2.6 Extrinsic Factors 

2.6.1 What extrinsic factors influence exposure and/or response, and what 
is the impact of any differences in exposure on efficacy or safety 
responses? 

Potential drug interactions may affect exposure and or response and are presented in the 
below section. 

2.6.2 Is there an in vitro basis to suspect in vivo drug-drug interactions? 
Results of in vitro studies suggest that pharmacokinetic drug interactions between 
edoxaban and CYP3A/P-gp inhibitors, CYP3A inducers, CES1 inhibitors, and OATP1B1 
substrates are likely. 

Edoxaban is metabolized by CES1 and CYP3A.  The major active metabolite of 
edoxaban, D21-2393, is formed via hydrolysis by CES1 (Study AM10-C0146-R01).  
Two other active metabolites, D21-1402 and D2135, as well as several other inactive 
metabolites (D103-2684, D21-3231) are formed via metabolism by CYP3A (Study 
AM09-C0101-R01, R20050248).  Edoxaban does not inhibit any of the major CYPs (IC50 
> 100 μM) (Study R20040467). 

Edoxaban is a substrate of the efflux transporter P-gp (Study AM08-C0045-R01).  The 
active metabolite, D21-2393, is a substrate of uptake transporter OATP1B1 (Study 
AM10-C0061-R01).  

Additionally, pharmacodynamic drug interactions via potentiation of its anti-coagulant 
effect are expected with other anti-coagulant or anti-platelet agents. 
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2.6.3 What are the drug-drug interactions? 
The potential/extent for drug interaction with CYP3A/P-gp substrates/inhibitors, and 
other concomitant medication was evaluated in several dedicated trials conducted in 
healthy subjects.  Additionally, data from the Phase 3 trials also inform dosing 
recommendations. 

P-gp Inhibitors 

Overall, increased peak and total systemic exposure to edoxaban was observed when 
edoxaban was co-administered with P-gp inhibitors.  Generally, edoxaban dose was 
reduced to 50% when co-administration with a P-gp inhibitor that increased it exposure≥ 
50% was required in Phase 3.  The exceptions were ketoconazole, itraconazole or 
erythromycin (required edoxaban treatment interruption) and cyclosporin (prohibited) in 
ENGAGE-AF. 

About 4% of the patients in ENGAGE-AF received an adjusted dose because of 
concomitant therapy with P-gp inhibitors.  Trough concentrations in these patients were ~ 
half those observed in patients who did not receive an adjusted dose (after accounting for 
renal function).  This suggests that a dose reduction is not necessary based on this factor 
alone. 

Results of the dedicated Phase 1 drug interactions studies with P-gp inhibitors are 
presented below. 

Quinidine  

The effect of repeat administration of quinidine (300 mg tid) on a single oral dose of 
edoxaban (60 mg) was evaluated in a dedicated pharmacokinetic trial conducted in 
healthy subjects (Study U-129).  As seen in Figure 13 both peak (Cmax) and total systemic 
exposure (AUC) to edoxaban and D21-2393 increased ~ 1.75X.  The increase in 
exposure to D21-2393 was proportional to that of edoxaban. 

 

Figure 13: Co-administration of quinidine and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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Additionally, the effect of repeat co-administration of quinidine on a single IV dose of 
edoxaban was also assessed (Study U-139).  Mean CL following administration of IV 
edoxaban was 22 (SD=3) L/h and decreased to 16 (SD=3) L/h when co-administered with 
quinidine.  Taken together, the above data suggest that quinidine affects both absorption 
and elimination of edoxaban. 

Dronedarone  

The effect of repeat administration of dronedarone (400 mg bid) on a single oral dose of 
edoxaban (60 mg) was evaluated in healthy subjects (Study U-141).  Total and peak 
systemic exposure to edoxaban increased 1.84X and 1.45X, respectively (see Figure 14).  
Total and peak systemic exposure to the metabolite increased 1.3X and 1.07X, 
respectively.  Plasma edoxaban concentrations 24 hours post dose (Ctrough) following co-
administration edoxaban and dronedarone was 2.6X (14.4 vs 5.5 ng/mL) that following 
administration of edoxaban alone. 

 

Figure 14: Co-administration of dronedarone and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Based on the above observed increase in trough edoxaban concentrations and the results 
of an interim exposure-safety analysis, the dose of edoxaban was reduced to half in 
individuals requiring concomitant therapy with dronedarone in ENGAGE-AF.  

Amiodarone  

Co-administration of amiodarone (400 mg QD for 4 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single 
dose) increased total and peak systemic exposure to edoxaban 1.4X and 1.6X, 
respectively (Study U-131).  Plasma edoxaban concentrations 24 hours post dose (Ctrough) 
following co-administration edoxaban and amiodarone were similar (EDX+AMIO - 7.8 
vs EDX - 9.9 ng/mL). 

Ketoconazole  

The effect of repeat administration of ketoconazole (oral dose of 400 mg QD for 7 days) 
on a single oral dose of edoxaban (60 mg) was evaluated in healthy subjects (Study 
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PRT016).  Total and peak systemic exposure to edoxaban increased 1.87X and 1.89X, 
respectively.  Total and peak systemic exposure to the metabolite increased 1.46X and 
1.56X, respectively (see Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15: Co-administration of ketoconazole and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Erythromycin  

The effect of repeat administration of erythromycin (oral dose of 500 mg four times daily 
for 8 days) on a single oral dose of edoxaban (60 mg) on Day 7 was evaluated in healthy 
subjects (Study E132). Total and peak systemic exposure to edoxaban increased 1.85X 
and 1.68X, respectively. Total and peak systemic exposure to the metabolite increased 
1.78X and 1.75X, respectively (see Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16: Co-administration of erythromycin and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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Verapamil  

The effect of repeat administration of verapamil (240 mg Verapamil SR Tablets (Calan® 
SR) QD for 11 Days) on a single oral dose of edoxaban (60 mg) on the morning of Day 
10 was evaluated in healthy subjects (Study U130).  Total and peak systemic exposure to 
edoxaban increased 1.53X and 1.53X, respectively.  Total and peak systemic exposure to 
the metabolite increased 1.31X and 1.28X, respectively (see Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17: Co-administration of verapamil and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Cyclosporin  

The effect of single oral dose of cyclosporin 500 mg on a single oral dose of edoxaban 
(60 mg) was evaluated in healthy subjects (Study U138).  Total and peak systemic 
exposure to edoxaban increased 1.73X and 1.74X, respectively.  Total and peak systemic 
exposure to the metabolite increased 6.87X and 8.71X, respectively (see Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: Co-administration of cyclosporine and edoxaban increases systemic 
exposure to edoxaban.  The closed circles represent the geometric mean and the 
horizontal line represents the 90%CI associated with the mean. 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Metabolite to parent ratios increased from approximately 10 to 39% for AUC and from 
approximately 10 to 49% for Cmax.  The reason why there was a significant increase in 
D21-2393 exposure is probably because cyclosporin (inhibitor of OATP1B1) inhibits the 
uptake of D21-2393 (substrate of OATP1B1) by liver. 

P-gp Inducer 

Rifampin  
Co-administration of rifampin (600 mg QD for 7 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single dose 
on Day 7) decreased total systemic exposure to edoxaban by 40% without having an 
apparent effect on peak exposure (Study U-137).  Total and peak systemic exposure to 
the metabolite increased 2.86X and 5.06X, respectively.  Metabolite to parent ratios 
increased approximately 4.5X from approximately 9 to 40% for AUC and from 
approximately 10 to 45% for Cmax.  

While an increase in systemic exposure to its equipotent active metabolite D21-2393 
makes up for this loss in total systemic exposure, it is driven by an increase in peak 
systemic exposure (Cmax) to D21-2393.  At trough (end of inter-dosing interval), there 
still exists a ~ 80% reduction in exposure to both edoxaban and the metabolite combined.  
Loss in exposure is considered detrimental and therefore, concomitant therapy with 
rifampin and other P-gp inducers is not recommended.  

Other co-administered drugs 

Digoxin (P-gp substrate) 

Co-administration of digoxin (600 mg QD for 7 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single dose 
on Day 7) increased peak systemic exposure to edoxaban 1.17X without having an 
apparent effect on total exposure (Study PRT014).  The pharmacodynamic effect of 
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edoxaban (prolongation of PT, INR and aPTT) was not influenced by its co-
administration with digoxin.  No dose reduction is necessary when edoxaban is 
administered with digoxin. 

Atorvastatin (substrate of OATP1B1, OATP1B3; weak inhibitor of CYP3A4) 

Co-administration of atorvastatin (80 mg QD for 8 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single 
dose on Day 7) decreased peak systemic exposure to edoxaban 1.14X without having an 
apparent effect on total exposure (Study E-133).  Peak systemic exposure to the 
metabolite decreased 1.19X without having an apparent effect on total exposure. 
Concentration 24 h post administration was not significantly changed.  The 
pharmacodynamic effect of edoxaban (prolongation of PT, INR and aPTT) was not 
influenced by its co-administration with atorvastatin.  
No dose reduction is necessary when edoxaban is administered with atorvastatin. 

Esomeprazole (Proton pump inhibitor) 

Co-administration of esomeprazole (40 mg QD for 5 days) and edoxaban (60 mg single 
dose 2 h after esomeprazole dosing on Day 5) resulted in no change in total exposure, but 
peak exposure decreased by 33% (Study U156).  In ENGAGE-AF ~ 17% of the 
population received therapy with a proton pump inhibitor.  Trough edoxaban 
concentrations were similar across the various PPI treated groups and also to those not 
receiving a PPI.  Given that systemic exposure to edoxaban is not affected by 
concomitant therapy with a PPI, no dose adjustment is necessary when edoxaban is 
administered with esomeprazole. 

Aspirin (antiplatelet agent) 

The effect of co-administration of low (Study U-127) and high dose aspirin (Study 
PRT017) on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of edoxaban was evaluated in 
healthy subjects following repeat administration for 5 days.  Co-administration of low 
dose aspirin (100 mg qd) and edoxaban (60 mg QD) for 5 days prolonged bleeding time 
by ~ 30%.  A similar effect on bleeding time was observed following co-administration 
of high dose aspirin (325 mg qd) and edoxaban (60 mg QD).  While edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics was not affected when administered with low dose aspirin, total and 
peak systemic exposure to edoxaban increased ~ 1.3X.  The anti-factor Xa activity of 
edoxaban was not affected.   

About 30% of the population in ENGAGE-AF received concomitant therapy with aspirin 
because of co-morbid conditions.  While aspirin is known to increase risk for bleeds and 
the annualized event rate for major bleeds was higher than that in patients not receiving 
aspirin (3.87% vs. 2.13%).  However, the risk for bleeds in patients receiving edoxaban 
60 mg on a background of aspirin was lower than that for warfarin on a background of 
aspirin (HR 0.78 (95%CI 0.65,0.94.  Based on these data no dose 
adjustments/contraindications are required. 

Naproxen (NSAID) 

Co-administration of naproxen (500 mg bid for 2 days) with a single oral dose of 
edoxaban (60 mg) prolonged bleeding time (Study U-128).  Naproxen did not affect the 
anti-coagulant effect of edoxaban (PT, anti-factor Xa or aPTT) or edoxaban 
pharmacokinetics.  
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concentrations for edoxaban and metabolites were required for the following clinical 
pharmacology trials: PRT001, PRT002, PRT003, PRT004, PRT005, PRT008, PRT010, 
PRT012, PRT013, PRT014, PRT017, PRT020, A-U120, and A-J135.  Bioanalytical 
findings did not impact data from the Phase 3 and 25 Phase 1 trials, as these were 
analyzed at  

Long-term storage stability was validated up to 793 days under -20 °C (longer storage 
time was not tested).  For all bioanalytical studies, the time from sample collection to 
analysis was within the validated long-term storage stability period with the following 
exception: for ENGAGE AF trial, PK samples from subjects experiencing a clinical event 
of either stroke/ systemic embolic event (SEE)/ major atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
events (MACE) or major bleeding were analyzed and reported, even though the 
collection-to-analysis time could have exceeded validated long-term storage stability 
period.  There was a total of 335 “events samples” analyzed outside the established 
stability for edoxaban in this trial.  They represent 4.16% of the 8,044 event samples 
analyzed.  A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the impact of above.  The 
results confirmed that there was no bias introduced because of this discrepancy. 

Other than above-mentioned, the analytical procedures used to determine drug 
concentrations in this NDA appear generally acceptable per FDA Bioanalytical Method 
Validation guidance.  
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2.9 APPENDIX I 

Pharmacometrics Review 

1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

1.1 Key Review Questions 
The purpose of this review is to address the following key questions. 

1. What factors in ENGAGE-AF may have contributed to the observed thrombotic 
event rate in patients with normal renal function? 

2. What are the characteristics of the exposure-response relationships for efficacy 
and safety for edoxaban? 

3. Is it possible to optimize the dosing in patients with normal renal function based 
on the exposure-response relationships for efficacy and safety? 

These questions have been addressed in the body of the Clinical Pharmacology Review 
under Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3, and 2.3.4.  Additional details regarding questions 2.3.4 in the 
QBR are discussed under Key Question 1.1.1. 

1.1.1 Should atrial fibrillation patients with normal renal function and 
moderate renal impairment receive a higher dose of edoxaban? 

Yes, patients with normal renal function administered edoxaban 60 mg once daily 
exhibited a higher incidence of stroke/SEE (point estimate exceeding the non-inferiority 
margin of 1.38) and ischemic stroke relative to patients with normal renal function 
administered warfarin.  Exposure-response analyses conducted by the review team, which 
are in agreement with analyses conducted by the Applicant, support that higher exposures 
of edoxaban would be associated with a decrease in the efficacy event rates with an 
accompanying increase in the safety event rates.  Such observations are consistent with 
the known benefit-risk characteristics of warfarin and other approval oral anticoagulants 
(e.g., dabigatran, apixaban, rivoroxaban).   

In conjunction with these observations, it was noted that patients with normal renal 
function exhibited lower concentrations of edoxaban with 60 mg once-daily, owing to 
higher renal clearance of the drug relative to patients with decreased renal function.  
Given the totality of the observations, we conducted analyses evaluating the impact of 
edoxaban dose adjustments on key primary and secondary efficacy and safety events.  
Many of the results discussed in this section will be discussed in the context that 
increasing the edoxaban dose in patients with normal renal function to achieve edoxaban 
exposures similar to that observed in patients with mild renal impairment may, in turn, 1) 
provide an improvement in stroke/SEE and ischemic stroke trending to achieve non-
inferiority compared to warfarin and 2) result in a non-inferior bleeding profile relative to 
warfarin especially for life-threatening and fatal bleeds (which include hemorrhagic 
stroke).  Other bleeding events are anticipated to increase with such a dose adjustment 
compared to warfarin (20% more for major bleeds primarily driven by increase in major 
GI bleeds).  Such a dose adjustment in patients with normal renal function will still retain 
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a major part of the target product profile the Applicant intended.  A similar case can also 
be made for supporting a dose increase to 45 mg QD in patients with moderate renal 
impairment as the utilized dose adjustment (50 % decrease to 30 mg QD) was an over-
correction for the anticipated exposure increase in these patients in the phase 3 trial.  
However, final assessment of the benefit-risk characteristics for edoxaban in this 
population will be informed by discussions at the Cardiovascular and Renal Drugs 
Advisory Committee Meeting scheduled for October 30th, 2014. 

The following describes in detail the motivation for embarking on characterizing the 
exposure-response relationship and touches on benefit-risk characteristics determined 
from the observed data as well as the benefit-risk characteristics for various projected 
edoxaban dosing regimens. 

 

Sub-group analyses from study 301, identified renal function as a significant predictor for 
reduction of stroke/SEE (interaction p = 0.0002).  Of note, subjects with normal renal 
function (CRCL ≥ 80 mL/min) in the edoxaban 60 mg did not exhibit relative benefit 
over warfarin and numerically appears worse than warfarin (HR: 1.41, 95% CI: 0.97-
2.06).  Similar results were also found in the edoxaban 30 mg group.  This outcome 
appears to be the result of lower edoxaban concentrations (Mean population PK estimated 
trough exposure for normal renal function at 60 mg QD is 27.4 ng/mL) compared to the 
mild impairment group (CRCL ≥50 – <80 mL/min) that received 60 mg (Mean exposure 
is 36.8 ng/mL).  Consistent with this finding, the risk for major bleeding, relative to 
warfarin, is numerically higher in patients with mild renal impairment compared to those 
with normal renal function.  Further, in patients with moderate renal impairment, dose 
reduction to 30 mg QD seems to be an over correction based on a PK comparison 
between patients with mild renal impairment administered 60 mg (Mean exposure is 36.8 
ng/mL) and patients with moderate renal impairment administered 30 mg (Mean 
exposure is 30.4 ng/mL).   

Table 12 and Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Figure 19 show the population PK predicted trough concentration for each of the renal 
function categories discussed above, in addition to concentrations in patients with low-
body weight and concomitant P-gp use, which are two demographics that are relevant for 
the edoxaban dosing instructions.  It is apparent that the dose reduction in patients with 
low body weight and concomitant P-gp use was an over correction as the 2-fold reduction 
in dose resulted in lower Ctrough and AUC exposures compared to subjects in the same 
renal function category without a dose adjustment. 
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Table 12.  Summary of edoxaban PK parameters Ctrough and AUC by dose and 
patient demographic. 

Dose Group Dose (mg) Renal Function Cat. Body Weight Cat. P-gp Inhibitor Use? Mean Median 25% 75% Mean Median 25% 75%

High (60/30 mg) 60 Mild Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg No 36.8 36.6 33.0 40.6 2296 2291 2138 2476
Low (30/15 mg) 30 Mild Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg No 18.4 18.3 16.5 20.2 1158 1158 1076 1244
High (60/30 mg) 60 Normal Function ≥ 60 kg No 27.4 27.3 23.8 30.8 1739 1765 1604 1922
Low (30/15 mg) 30 Normal Function ≥ 60 kg No 13.7 13.7 12.0 15.4 875 886 809 958
High (60/30 mg) 30 Moderate Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg No 30.4 27.0 24.5 32.3 1760 1513 1401 1726
Low (30/15 mg) 15 Moderate Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg No 15.2 13.5 12.3 16.5 890 760 702 885
High (60/30 mg) 30 Mild Insufficiency < 60 kg No 18.2 17.6 15.8 20.1 1383 1363 1306 1467
Low (30/15 mg) 15 Mild Insufficiency < 60 kg No 9.3 9.2 8.1 10.6 694 690 662 731
High (60/30 mg) 30 Mild Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg Yes 20.3 20.0 17.6 22.2 1374 1367 1289 1451
Low (30/15 mg) 15 Mild Insufficiency ≥ 60 kg Yes 9.9 9.7 8.8 10.8 672 675 633 717
High (60/30 mg) 30 Normal Function < 60 kg No 11.4 11.3 10.3 12.7 1067 1084 1055 1121
Low (30/15 mg) 15 Normal Function < 60 kg No 5.6 5.7 4.1 6.5 548 549 522 576
High (60/30 mg) 30 Normal Function ≥ 60 kg Yes 14.6 14.0 12.4 15.7 999 1015 920 1106
Low (30/15 mg) 15 Normal Function ≥ 60 kg Yes 7.0 6.8 6.0 7.7 501 504 458 552

Ctrough AUCPatient Description

 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

Figure 19.  Observed edoxaban trough concentrations by renal impairment, body 
weight, and concomitant P-gp demographic. 

1. Patients with Mild Renal Impairment (60 mg) – Group to Match Exposures to 
2. Patients with Normal Renal Function and no dose reduction (60 mg) 
3. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment only (30 mg) 
4. Patients with Low Body Weight (<60 kg) only (30 mg) 
5. Patients with concomitant P-gp only (30 mg) 
6. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment and Low Body Weight (30 mg) 
7. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment and concomitant P-gp Use (30 mg) 
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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As a result of the above finding, exposure-response relationships were established for all 
stroke/SEE, ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, life-threatening and fatal bleeds, major 
bleeds, major GI bleeds, clinically-relevant non-major and major bleeds, and MACE 
events.  These relationships were then evaluated to assess alternative edoxaban doses and 
the resulting impact of such dosing on efficacy and safety relative to warfarin. 

The analysis that has carried the most weight to date has been the comparison of ischemic 
stroke with life-threatening and fatal bleeds. 

• Ischemic stroke was chosen over all stroke/SEE as all stroke/SEE contains 
hemorrhagic stroke which is bleeding related and is also incorporated into the life-
threatening bleed category (i.e., double counting of events) 

• Life-threatening and fatal bleeds were chosen as the severity of these events appears 
to be more in line with the severity of the ischemic stroke endpoint.  Further 
discussion on this may be found in the clinical review by (Dr. Melanie Blank). 

Exposure response relationships across renal function groups of interest for ischemic 
stroke are shown in Figure 20.  The relationships illustrate two important points: 

1. With increasing exposure, the probability of an ischemic stroke decreases.  The 
nature of this relationship is such that the benefit of increased exposure on stroke 
reduction is diminishing with further increases along the concentration gradient. 

2. Additionally this figure suggests that lower exposure with edoxaban 60 mg is the 
most likely explanation for findings observed in patients with normal renal 
function and moderate renal impairment compared to patients with mild 
impairment of renal function in ENGAGE-AF.  Further, if these subgroups had 
exposures similar to those patients with mild renal impairment at 60 mg, their 
ischemic stroke reduction profile is predictive to improve and is likely to achieve 
at least non-inferiority compared to warfarin. 
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Figure 20.  Exposure-response relationships for ischemic stroke for varying degrees 
of renal impairment and their corresponding observed rate for warfarin (horizontal 
dashed lines) and their corresponding observed edoxaban exposure range as the 5th 
to 95th percentiles (solid-filled rectangles).  The black vertical dashed line indicates 
the 99th percentile of all edoxaban Ctrough exposures. 

 

 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
 

Exposure-response relationships for life-threatening/fatal bleeds are shown in Figure 21.  
Two points are clear from this relationship. 

1. There is an exposure dependent increase in the risk for life-threatening/fatal 
bleeds. 

2. Increasing exposures in patients with normal renal function and moderate renal 
impairment to match exposures in patients with mild renal impairment (60 mg) is 
not predicted to exceed the life-threatening/fatal bleeding rate for warfarin. 
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Figure 21.  Exposure-response relationships for life-threatening/fatal bleeds for 
varying degrees of renal impairment and their corresponding observed rate for 
warfarin (horizontal dashed lines) and their corresponding observed edoxaban 
exposure range as the 5th to 95th percentiles (solid-filled rectangles).  The black 
vertical dashed line indicates the 99th percentile of all edoxaban Ctrough exposures. 

 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
 

Based on the exposure response relationships and edoxaban pharmacokinetics, exposure-
matching to that observed in patients with mild renal impairment administered 60 mg QD 
would suggest the following dosing: 

• 90 mg QD for patients with normal renal function 

• 60 mg QD for patients with mild renal impairment 

• 45 mg QD for patients with moderate renal impairment  

• No dose reduction  for patients with normal renal function or mild renal 
impairment based on body weight < 60 kg OR concomitant p-gp use 
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Figure 22 shows the projected exposures in each of the categories mentioned above 
(inSource: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Figure 19) based on their population PK post-hoc Bayesian estimates compared against 
exposures in mild renal impairment patients who received 60 mg QD.  This regimen 
appears reasonable in achieving exposures similar to 60 mg QD in patients with mild 
renal impairment. 
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Figure 22.  Projected exposures at the dosing regimens listed above (groups 2 - 7) 
compared to the observed exposures in patients with mild renal impairment who 
received 60 mg edoxaban (group 1). 

1. Patients with Mild Renal Impairment (60 mg) – Group to Match Exposures to 
2. Patients with Normal Renal Function and no dose reduction (90 mg) 
3. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment only (45 mg) 
4. Patients with Low Body Weight (<60 kg) only (no adjustment except for renal 

function category) 
5. Patients with concomitant P-gp only (no adjustment except for renal function 

category) 
6. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment and Low Body Weight (45 mg) 
7. Patients with Moderate Renal Impairment and concomitant P-gp Use (45mg) 
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Since the primary reason for focusing on the subgroup with normal renal function was the 
unfavorable hazard ratio estimate between edoxaban relative to warfarin, Table 1 
provides the projected impact on the risk ratio (edoxaban event rate/ observed warfarin 
event rate) of the various dose adjustments of edoxaban for both efficacy and safety 
endpoints.  Risk ratios are shown for ischemic stroke, life-threatening/fatal bleeds, all 
stroke/SEE, and major bleeds.  The projected risk ratio for the proposed dose adjustment 
are below the NI margin without an inferior trend for life-threating/fatal bleeds.  The cost 
of such dose adjustment is manifested in ~20% increase in the risk for major bleeds; a 
risk we believe can be communicated via appropriate labeling.  
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Table 13.  Relative Risk Ratios (90% Prediction Interval) of Predicted Edoxaban 
Event Rates Relative to the Observed Warfarin Event Rate by Renal Category, 
Dose, and Event Type. 

Endpoint Renal Category Comparison Relative Risk Ratio 

Ischemic 
Stroke 

Normal 
(≥ 80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 1.42 (1.21, 1.62) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 1.26 (1.06, 1.49) 

Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.15 (0.92, 1.40) 

Mild 
(≥50 - <80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.80 (0.67, 0.93) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.72 (0.60, 0.86) 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 0.64 (0.53, 0.82) 

Moderate 
(≥30 - <50 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 30 vs Warfarin 1.15 (0.96, 1.34) 
Edoxaban 37.5 vs Warfarin 0.98 (0.82, 1.17) 
Edoxaban 45 vs Warfarin 0.93 (0.73, 1.12) 

LT/Fatal 
Bleed 

Normal 
(≥ 80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.64 (0.53, 0.80) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.73 (0.58, 0.94) 

Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 0.78 (0.56, 1.05) 

Mild 
(≥50 - <80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.49 (0.39, 0.58) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.56 (0.43, 0.71) 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 0.61 (0.43, 0.82) 

Moderate 
(≥30 - <50 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 30 vs Warfarin 0.41 (0.34, 0.52) 
Edoxaban 37.5 vs Warfarin 0.45 (0.37, 0.62) 
Edoxaban 45 vs Warfarin 0.50 (0.39, 0.61) 

Stroke/SEE 

Normal 
(≥ 80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 1.24 (1.00, 1.46) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 1.14 (0.95, 1.36) 

Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.05 (0.91, 1.28) 

Mild 
(≥50 - <80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.63 (0.56, 0.73) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.57 (0.50, 0.68) 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 0.54 (0.45, 0.64) 

Moderate 
(≥30 - <50 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 30 vs Warfarin 0.83 (0.73, 0.96) 
Edoxaban 37.5 vs Warfarin 0.76 (0.64, 0.88) 
Edoxaban 45 vs Warfarin 0.71 (0.57, 0.84) 

Major 
Bleed 

Normal 
(≥ 80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.77 (0.71, 0.83) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 0.96 (0.84, 1.10) 

Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.19 (1.03, 1.41) 

Mild 
(≥50 - <80 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 60 vs Warfarin 0.94 (0.82, 1.02) 
Edoxaban 75 vs Warfarin 1.23 (1.08, 1.44) 
Edoxaban 90 vs Warfarin 1.69 (1.40, 1.99) 

Moderate 
(≥30 - <50 mL/min) 

Edoxaban 30 vs Warfarin 0.67 (0.57, 0.72) 
Edoxaban 37.5 vs Warfarin 0.85 (0.76, 0.96) 
Edoxaban 45 vs Warfarin 1.10 (0.93, 1.27) 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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2 REVIEWER’S ANALYSIS 

2.1 Introduction 
Sub-group analyses from study 301 (Figure 11.3 in CSR), identified renal function as a 
significant predictor for reduction of stroke/SEE (interaction p = 0.0002).  Of note, 
subjects with normal renal function (CRCL ≥ 80 mL/min) in the edoxaban 60 mg did not 
exhibit relative benefit over warfarin and numerically appears worse than warfarin (HR: 
1.41, 95% CI: 0.97-2.06).  Similar results were also found in the edoxaban 30 mg group.  
As expected, this outcome appears to be the result of lower edoxaban concentrations 
(Mean population PK estimated trough exposure for normal renal function at 60 mg QD 
is 27.4 ng/mL) compared to the mild impairment group (CRCL ≥50 – 80 mL/min) that 
received 60 mg (Mean exposure is 36.8 ng/mL).  Consistent with this finding, the risk for 
major bleeding, relative to warfarin, is numerically higher in patients with mild 
impairment of renal function compared to those with normal renal function.  Further, in 
patients with moderate impairment of renal function, dose reduction to 30 mg QD seems 
to be an over correction based on a PK comparison between patients with mild renal 
impairment administered 60 mg (Mean exposure is 36.8 ng/mL) and patients with 
moderate renal impairment administered 30 mg (Mean exposure is 30.4 ng/mL).   

Multivariate exposure- and risk-factor analyses for efficacy endpoints and safety 
endpoints were conducted to gain a benefit-risk assessment of the proposed edoxaban 
dose (60 mg QD with dose adjustment to 30 mg QD for patients with low body weight, 
moderate or severe renal impairment, and concomitant P-gp Inhibitor use) for patients 
with atrial fibrillation.  The analysis served as a quality control to the Applicant analysis 
and an opportunity to develop an independent scientific opinion on the Applicant’s 
models (all stroke/SEE, ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke) as well as develop new 
models for endpoints not evaluated by the Applicant (life-threatening/ fatal bleeds, major 
GI bleeds, clinically relevant non-major & major bleeds, and MACE events).  The 
reviewer’s analysis also evaluated the population PK model to ensure the exposure 
metrics used in the analyses were robust and the model was sufficient to propose doses 
based on exposure matching. 

2.2 Objectives 
Analysis objectives are: 

1. Construct multi-variate exposure- and risk-factor- response models for efficacy 

2. Construct multi-variate exposure- and risk-factor- response models for safety 

3. Use the developed models to identify the expected yearly event-rates for different 
patient populations to evaluate the net benefit at various dose levels 

4. Review the Applicant’s population PK model to determine its sufficiency for 
proposing new doses based on edoxaban exposure matching 
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Data Sets 
Data sets used are summarized in Table 15. 

Table 15.  Analysis Data Sets 

Study Number Name  Link to EDR 

DU176B-C-301 dm.xpt, basegrp.xpt \\Cdsesub1\evsprod\NDA206316\0000\m5\datasets\du176b-
c-u301\analysis\legacy\datasets  

DU176B-C-301 adjeffca.xpt, 
adjsafca.xpt 

\\Cdsesub1\evsprod\NDA206316\0009\m5\datasets\du176b-
c-u301\analysis\legacy\datasets  

DU176B-D-305 dm.xpt, basegrp.xpt, 
adjeff.xpt, adjsaf.xpt 

\\Cdsesub1\evsprod\NDA206316\0000\m5\datasets\du176b-
d-u305\analysis\legacy\datasets  

2.3.2 Software 
The statistical software R (version 2.15) was used for all dataset construction, time-to-
event analyses, and for generating graphics.  The software NONMEM (version 7.3) was 
used to evaluate the Applicant’s population PK model. 

2.3.3 Models 

Edoxaban Population Pharmacokinetic Model: 
The structure of the population PK model and its covariates were not changed during this 
analysis.  Instead the model was reevaluated using an updated dataset to include data 
from patients with valid PK information who were inadvertently excluded from the 
original analysis.   

It was observed that the majority (~90%) of patients with stroke/SEE events and bleeding 
events were not included in the final population PK model assessment.  Such subjects had 
PK values predicted from the population PK model rather than calculated from posthoc 
Bayesian estimates (Table 16), which were subsequently used in the exposure-response 
analyses.  The exclusion of these subjects from the initial population PK analysis as well 
as a subset of other subjects without events was due to a data assembly error in the 
construction of the population PK dataset.  The FDA noted this observed and sent an 
information request dated July 31st, and the applicant clarified this observation on August 
22nd with a written amendment to the population PK report: 

“The initial intention was to exclude samples that are considered compromised or might 
be compromised from the population PK analysis, and corresponding to this purpose, to 
code ERROR=1 for samples that fall in these categories.  However, upon further review 
of the dataset (DBL_3u), a coding error was identified for the bioanalytical sample 
condition related variables (ERROR, SAAFIL, SAAFIH, SAAFIF, ESRD, VOL, DUP, 
NOICE, HEMO, OUTSTAB, EVENT).  As a result, 8155 observations (out of a total of 
37920 observations that are above LLOQ) were accidentally excluded from the 
population PK analysis.” 

As a consequence of this the Applicant’s dataset was revised to include those 
observations from patients who had stroke or bleeding events that were excluded for 
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reasons other than sample handling errors.  The population PK model was rerun using the 
revised dataset.  This revision permitted Bayesian post-hoc estimates to be used, rather 
than simulated values, for these patients where the data was originally excluded.  This 
was of particular interest given that the shrinkage of the eta for clearance was 63%.  The 
Applicant’s model parameters are shown alongside the revised model parameters in 
Table 16.  The important distinction is that the clearance parameter was not influenced by 
this adjustment to the dataset since clearance and dose are what determine the Ctrough and 
AUC used for the exposure-response analyses. 

Table 16.  Applicant’s and FDA Revised Edoxaban Population PK Model Structural 
Parameters 

Parameter Applicant’s Final  
Estimate 

Final Estimate based on the 
Revised Dataset 

Clearance (L/hr) 13.9 13.7 
Central Volume of Dist. (L) 193 165 
Peripheral Volume of Dist. (L) 88.3 270 
Inter-Compartmental Clearance (L/hr) 5.74 16.5 
1st order Absorption Rate Constant (1/hr) 2.16 1.53 
Absorption Lag Time 0.25 0.25 

Multivariate Edoxaban Exposure- and Risk Factor- Time-to-Event Analyses: 
Multivariate Cox proportional hazards models were developed for the stroke and 
bleeding events described above from Study 301.   Models were evaluated for both 
warfarin and edoxaban in the same dataset and also for edoxaban data alone.  The latter 
models (edoxaban) were explored  in the subsequent analyses owing to their better 
estimation of the observed event rates for edoxaban and as a full model accounting for 
the treatment effect of warfarin and relevant covariates (i.e., INR) was not being 
developed.  Ctrough values were updated from a revised population PK analysis as 
described above.  Model covariates tested included: treatment (warfarin vs. edoxaban), 
age, creatinine clearance, prior stroke/transient ischemic attack history, diabetes status, 
edoxaban trough concentrations, log-transformed edoxaban trough concentrations, body 
weight, concomitant aspirin use, continuous CHADS2, CHADS2 based on binary cut 
points between 2 and >2 or ≤3 and >3, and congestive heart failure.  Covariates were 
included into a full model if their univariate assessment indicated significance of the 
parameter at α=0.05.  Covariates were eliminated from the model during a backwards 
elimination evaluation if based on a significance of the parameter at α=0.05.  The 
efficacy and safety analyses were based on the full mITT population and on-treatment 
censored events (time to first event) for all endpoints. 

Models were developed for both edoxaban and warfarin data combined, as well as for 
edoxaban independent of the warfarin data.   However, as the primary focus of these 
analyses is to inform dosing for edoxaban and as a complete model for warfarin was not 
being developed, it was decided that an analysis based on the edoxaban observed data 
would be the focus of the final analyses.  Similar to the approach presented by the 
Applicant in their atrial fibrillation exposure-response analyses, data from all three 
treatment arms was used to inform potential covariates, but only data from the edoxaban 
treatment arms was used for final covariate identification. 
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Weibull distribution proportional hazards models were evaluated for every scenario and 
in general fit the data better for the first two years.  However, the Weibull model was 
inefficient to simulate from in the software R and did not affect the model results 
significantly.  Thus exponential distribution proportional hazards models were utilized to 
simulate and determine the event rate per year for different doses and degrees of renal 
impairment.  The parameter estimates for various models tested are listed below. 

Table 17. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for All 
Stroke/SEE events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0155 5.84E-03 2.66 7.90E-03
Prior Stroke (strktia) 0.5432 1.27E-01 4.26 2.00E-05
Log Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) -0.3936 1.08E-01 -3.64 2.70E-04
CHAD Score (chadcut1) 0.3036 1.34E-01 2.27 2.30E-02
Body Weight (kg) -0.0089 2.72E-03 -3.29 1.00E-03

All Stroke/SEE

 

Table 18. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
ischemic stroke events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0153 6.36E-03 2.4 1.60E-02
Prior Stroke (strktia) 0.6002 1.39E-01 4.32 1.50E-05
Log Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) -0.5597 1.19E-01 -4.72 2.40E-06
CHAD Score (chadcut1) 0.2932 1.45E-01 2.02 4.40E-02
Body Weight (kg) -0.0078 2.93E-03 -2.66 7.90E-03

Ischemic Stroke

 

Table 19. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
hemorrhagic stroke events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Body Weight (kg) -0.0207 7.87E-03 -2.63 8.60E-03
Concomitant Aspirin 0.5303 2.68E-01 1.98 4.80E-02
Log Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.7102 3.02E-01 2.35 1.90E-02

Hemorrhagic Stroke

 

Table 20. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for life-
threatening and fatal bleeds using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0363 9.91E-03 3.67 2.50E-04
Log Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.5339 1.91E-01 2.8 5.10E-03

Life Threatening & Fatal Bleeds

 

Table 21. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
major bleeds events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 
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Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0364 4.77E-03 7.62 2.50E-14
Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.0323 3.54E-03 9.12 0.00E+00
Concomitant Aspirin 0.3671 7.92E-02 4.63 3.60E-06
CHAD Score (chadcut1) 0.2626 8.61E-02 3.05 2.30E-03

Major Bleeds

 

Table 22. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
major GI bleeds events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0395 6.57E-03 6 1.90E-09
Concomitant Aspirin 0.4361 1.07E-01 4.06 4.90E-05
Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.0413 4.77E-03 8.67 0.00E+00

Major GI Bleeds

 

Table 23. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
clinically-relevant, non-major & major bleeds using only edoxaban data from study 
DU176B-C-301. 

Covariate Estimate Standard Error z p
Age (years) 0.0237 2.86E-03 8.28 1.10E-16
Creatinine Clearance (mL/min) -0.0044 1.18E-03 -3.74 1.80E-04
Body Weight (kg) 0.0063 1.35E-03 4.71 2.40E-06
Prior Stroke (strktia) 0.1502 4.24E-02 3.54 4.00E-04
Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) 0.0175 1.87E-03 9.35 0.00E+00
Concomitant Aspirin 0.3027 4.03E-02 7.51 6.00E-14
Diabetes 0.1425 4.05E-02 3.52 4.40E-04

Clinically Relevant Non-Major & Major Bleeds

 

Table 24. Final Cox proportional hazards model (exponential distribution) for 
MACE events using only edoxaban data from study DU176B-C-301. 

Estimate Standard Error z p
Creatinine Clearance (mL/min) -0.0094 1.25E-03 -7.54 4.50E-14

Edoxaban Ctrough (ng/ml) -0.0137 0.00332 -4.13 3.60E-05

Sex -0.2911 6.81E-02 -4.27 1.90E-05

Concomitant Aspirin 0.1775 6.72E-02 2.64 8.30E-03
CHAD Score (chadcut1) 0.4836 6.93E-02 6.98 2.90E-12

MACE Events

 

Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1.1 Time to Event Exposure-Response Analysis of the Efficacy 
Endpoints 

The exposure-response analysis based on the Cox proportional hazards models are 
represented below in two formats.  The first is a prediction of the exposure-response 
relationship for the typical patient with normal renal function, mild renal impairment, or 
moderate renal impairment (Figure 23) based on demographics from DU176B-C-301.  
Each line was generated for a typical patient in each renal function category.  The second 
component of this analysis is the event rates per year for each dose and renal impairment 
demographic.   

The key points of this analysis are: 

1.) Edoxaban exposure correlates with all endpoints evaluated.   

2.) For clotting related events such as stroke/SEE and ischemic Stroke, the 
probability of the event decreases with increasing edoxaban exposure. 

3.) For bleeding related stroke events (i.e, hemorrhagic stroke) the probability of 
the event increases with increasing concentration.  Thus, ischemic stroke 
appears to be the most relevant endpoint for benefit gained from an anti-
coagulant.  Whereas all stroke/SEE also contains hemorrhagic strokes.  In the 
safety analysis, life threatening bleeds also contain hemorrhagic strokes. 

4.) Patients with normal renal function and moderate renal impairment appeared 
to have lower exposures compared to patients with mild renal impairment who 
were not dose adjusted for body weight or concomitant P-gp use.  These 
patients may achieve further reduction in ischemic stroke compared to 
warfarin by increasing the dose to 45 mg in patients with moderate renal 
impairment and 90 mg in patients with normal renal function. 

5.) The proposed exposure range of the 45 mg dose in patients with moderate 
renal impairment and 90 mg in patients with normal renal function in general 
does not exceed the exposure range evaluated in study DU176B-C-301. 

6.) The model predictions by dose and degree of renal impairment appear to 
capture the central tendency of the observed data (Table 25 and Table 26). 
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
In an effort to 1) evaluate the benefit of the proposed dose adjustment in terms of 
absolute numbers of patients and 2) assess the model’s goodness of fit, an event rate per 
year was calculated from both the observed data and model predictions by dose and 
degree of renal impairment (Table 25 and Table 26).  Values were generated by 
bootstrapping the model fitting on a dataset resampled 100 times and obtaining a 
simulated probability of the event over time (survival function) at each iteration.  Linear 
regressions from the survival functions gave the event rates per year (slope of survival 
function) and the reported values are the 50% percentile and the 5th and 95th percentiles of 
the slopes determined for each bootstrap iteration.  
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Table 25.  Observed and predicted Stroke/SEE event rates per year by dose and 
degree of renal impairment. 

Observed Predicted

Warfarin 1.49 (1.31; 1.70) ---

30/15 mg 1.60 (1.41; 1.81) 1.6 (1.45,1.78)

60/30 mg 1.18 (1.01; 1.36) 1.22 (1.04,1 39)

75 mg --- 1.11 (0.97, 1.27)

90 mg --- 1.05 (0.88,1 23)

Warfarin 0.76 (0.56; 1.01) ---

30 mg 1.23 (0.97; 1.53) 1.25 (1.05,1.46)

60 mg 1.06 (0.82; 1.35) 0.94 (0.76,1.11)

75 mg --- 0.87 (0.72, 1.03)

90 mg --- 0.8 (0.69,0.97)

Warfarin 2.00 (1.68; 2.36) ---

30 mg 1.66 (1.38; 1.99) 1.67 (1.5,1.87)

60 mg 1.06 (0.83; 1.34) 1.26 (1.11,1.45)

75 mg --- 1.14 (1, 1.36)

90 mg --- 1.07 (0.89,1 27)

Warfarin 1.95 (1.44; 2.57) ---

15 mg 2.34 (1.78; 3.01) 2.15 (1.84,2.5)

30 mg 1.73 (1.25; 2.32) 1.61 (1.42,1.87)

37.5 mg --- 1.48 (1.24, 1.71)

45 mg --- 1.39 (1.11,1.64)
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 

Table 26. Observed and predicted ischemic stroke (left) and hemorrhagic stroke 
(right) event rates per year by dose and degree of renal impairment. 

Observed Predicted Observed Predicted

Warfarin 0.93 (0.78; 1 09) --- Warfarin 0.48 (0 38,0.6) ---

30/15 mg 1.43 (1 25; 1.63) 1.4 (1.26,1.57) 30/15 mg 0.11 (0.07,0.18) 0.13 (0 09,0.19)

60/30 mg 0.87 (0.73; 1 03) 0.93 (0 81,1.06) 60/30 mg 0 25 (0.18,0.34) 0.23 (0.17,0.29)

75 mg --- 0.85 (0.7, 0.99) 75 mg --- 0.27 (0 2, 0.37)

90 mg --- 0.77 (0.65,0.94) 90 mg --- 0.29 (0 21,0.48)

Warfarin 0.53 (0 37; 0.75) --- Warfarin 0.2 (0.11,0 35) ---

30 mg 1.12 (0 87; 1.41) 1.13 (0 96,1.31) 30 mg 0.11 (0.04,0.22) 0.1 (0.06,0.14)

60 mg 0.84 (0.62; 1 09) 0.75 (0.64,0.86) 60 mg 0.17 (0.09,0.31) 0.15 (0.11,0 2)

75 mg --- 0.67 (0.56, 0.79) 75 mg --- 0.17 (0.13, 0.25)

90 mg --- 0.6 (0.49,0.74) 90 mg --- 0.21 (0.13,0.31)

Warfarin 1.22 (0 97; 1 51) --- Warfarin 0.65 (0.47,0.86) ---

30 mg 1.42 (1.15; 1.72) 1.45 (1.3,1.64) 30 mg 0.15 (0.08,0.27) 0.16 (0.11,0.21)

60 mg 0.78 (0 58; 1 02) 0.98 (0 82,1.13) 60 mg 0.25 (0.14,0.4) 0.25 (0.19,0.32)

75 mg --- 0 88 (0.73, 1.05) 75 mg --- 0.3 (0.2, 0.46)

90 mg --- 0.78 (0.64,1) 90 mg --- 0.35 (0 24,0.48)

Warfarin 1.10 (0.72; 1 59) --- Warfarin 0.72 (0.43,1.13) ---

15 mg 2.22 (1.67; 2 87) 1.85 (1 59,2.09) 15 mg 0 (0,0.15) 0.17 (0.11,0.25)

30 mg 1.20 (0 81; 1.72) 1.26 (1 05,1.47) 30 mg 0.43 (0.21,0.77) 0.3 (0 2,0.41)

37.5 mg --- 1.08 (0 9, 1.29) 37.5 mg --- 0 34 (0.21, 0.45)

45 mg --- 1 02 (0.8,1.23) 45 mg --- 0.38 (0 24,0.54)
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
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2.4.1.2 Time-to-Event Exposure-Response Analysis of Safety Endpoints: 
The exposure-response safety analyses based on the Cox proportional hazards models are 
represented below similarly to that for the stroke endpoints.  (Figure 24, Table 27, Table 
28, and Table 29).   

The key points of the safety analysis are: 

1.) Edoxaban exposure correlates with all endpoints evaluated.   

2.) For clotting related events such as MACE events, the probability of the event 
decreases with increasing edoxaban exposure. 

3.) For bleeding related events the probability of the event increases with 
increasing concentration. 

4.) In most bleeding events, it appears that a dose increase to 45 mg in patients 
with moderate renal impairment or normal renal function will not produce 
bleeding rates higher than warfarin.  Whereas, for major GI bleeds, this is the 
only event that is expected to have a higher rate of events than warfarin.   

5.) It is apparent that there is a greater margin to increase the dose for those with 
moderate renal impairment compared to those with normal renal function 
when comparing the projected rate of events against the observed warfarin 
rate. 

6.) The model predictions by dose and degree of renal impairment appear to 
capture the central tendency of the observed data. 

Figure 24.  Exposure-response relationships for safety endpoints for varying degrees 
of renal impairment and their corresponding observed rate for warfarin (horizontal 
dashed lines) and their corresponding observed edoxaban exposure range as the 5th 
to 95th percentiles (solid-filled rectangles).  The black vertical dashed line indicates 
the 99th percentile of all edoxaban Ctrough exposures. 
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Source: FDA Reviewer’s Analysis 
Event rates per year for the safety endpoints are shown in Table 27 through Table 29.   

Table 27. Observed and predicted life-threatening and fatal bleeds (left) and major 
bleeds (right) event rates per year by dose and degree of renal impairment. 

Observed Predicted Observed Predicted

Warfarin 1.09 (0 94; 1.27) --- Warfarin 3.43 (3.14; 3.73) ---

30/15 mg 0.34 (0 26; 0.45) 0.39 (0.3,0.47) 30/15 mg 1.61 (1.42; 1.82) 1.65 (1.5,1.86)

60/30 mg 0.58 (0.47; 0.71) 0 55 (0.46,0.67) 60/30 mg 2.75 (2.49; 3.02) 2.83 (2.59,3.08)

75 mg --- 0.6 (0.51, 0.79) 75 mg --- 3.67 (3.12, 4.09)

90 mg --- 0.69 (0.53,0.95) 90 mg --- 4.83 (4.03,5.69)

Warfarin 0.64 (0.46; 0.87) --- Warfarin 2 52 (2.14; 2.95) ---

30 mg 0.25 (0.14; 0.40) 0 29 (0.21,0.35) 30 mg 1.10 (0.86; 1.39) 1.2 (1.1,1 35)

60 mg 0.44 (0 29; 0.63) 0.41 (0.34,0.51) 60 mg 1.77 (1.46; 2.13) 1.93 (1.78,2.1)

75 mg --- 0.47 (0.37, 0.6) 75 mg --- 2.41 (2.11, 2.76)

90 mg --- 0.5 (0 36,0.67) 90 mg --- 3 (2 59,3.54)

Warfarin 1.27 (1.02; 1.56) --- Warfarin 3 56 (3.13; 4.04) ---

30 mg 0.43 (0 29; 0.61) 0.43 (0.36,0.52) 30 mg 1 94 (1.63; 2.29) 1.89 (1.68,2.04)

60 mg 0.63 (0.45; 0.84) 0.62 (0.5,0.73) 60 mg 3.19 (2.77; 3.64) 3.35 (2.92,3.64)

75 mg --- 0.71 (0.54, 0.9) 75 mg --- 4.39 (3.86, 5.13)

90 mg --- 0.77 (0.54,1.04) 90 mg --- 6.03 (4.99,7.07)

Warfarin 1.69 (1 22; 2.26) --- Warfarin 5 20 (4.35; 6.16) ---

15 mg 0.35 (0.16; 0.66) 0.48 (0.34,0.6) 15 mg 2.02 (1.50; 2.66) 2.06 (1.85,2.34)

30 mg 0.77 (0.47; 1.19) 0.7 (0 58,0.87) 30 mg 3 93 (3.20; 4.78) 3.46 (2.96,3.72)

37.5 mg --- 0.76 (0.62, 1.04) 37.5 mg --- 4.43 (3.95, 5)

45 mg --- 0.85 (0.65,1.03) 45 mg --- 5.73 (4.84,6.59)
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Table 28. Observed and predicted major GI bleed (left) and clinically relevant non-
major & major bleeds (right) event rates per year by dose and degree of renal 
impairment. 

Observed Predicted Observed Predicted

Warfarin 1.20 (1.03; 1.38) --- Warfarin 12.95 (12.39,13.52) ---

30/15 mg 0.80 (0.66; 0.94) 0.78 (0.68,0.88) 30/15 mg 7.98 (7.55,8.43) 8.02 (7.74,8.34)

60/30 mg 1.47 (1 29; 1.68) 1 53 (1.35,1.72) 60/30 mg 11.09 (10.57,11.62) 10.62 (10.15,11.06)

75 mg --- 2.21 (1.83, 2.64) 75 mg --- 12.04 (11.25, 13.05)

90 mg --- 3.19 (2.47,3.75) 90 mg --- 13.77 (12.71,15.26)

Warfarin 1.04 (0.81; 1.32) --- Warfarin 9.85 (9.09,10.66) ---

30 mg 0.48 (0 33; 0.68) 0 54 (0.45,0.65) 30 mg 5.98 (5.39,6.61) 6.43 (5.97,6.89)

60 mg 0.88 (0.67; 1.14) 0 99 (0.89,1.18) 60 mg 8.65 (7.94,9.41) 8.23 (7.63,8.72)

75 mg --- 1.38 (1.17, 1.61) 75 mg --- 9.25 (8.51, 9.87)

90 mg --- 1.85 (1.48,2.21) 90 mg --- 10.25 (9.47,11.29)

Warfarin 1.16 (0 92; 1.44) --- Warfarin 13.7 (12.84,14.6) ---

30 mg 0.98 (0.76; 1.23) 0.9 (0.78,1.03) 30 mg 9.15 (8.46,9.87) 8.73 (8.31,9.23)

60 mg 1.85 (1 54; 2.20) 1.9 (1.64,2.15) 60 mg 12.41 (11.58,13.27) 11.86 (11.27,12.37)

75 mg --- 2.76 (2.24, 3.35) 75 mg --- 13.81 (12.73, 14.95)

90 mg --- 4 (3.11,5.51) 90 mg --- 15.94 (14.35,17.69)

Warfarin 1.92 (1.42; 2.53) --- Warfarin 19.07 (17.41,20.81) ---

15 mg 1.09 (0.73; 1.57) 0.94 (0.8,1.1) 15 mg 9.85 (8.66,11.13) 9.53 (8.81,10.28)

30 mg 1.62 (1.16; 2.19) 1.86 (1.67,2.13) 30 mg 13.68 (12.29,15.17) 12.43 (11.76,13.19)

37.5 mg --- 2.61 (2.24, 3.06) 37.5 mg --- 14 27 (13.27, 15.04)

45 mg --- 3.63 (2.85,4.83) 45 mg --- 16.22 (14.66,17.81)
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3 RESULTS OF APPLICANT’S ANALYSIS 

3.1.1 Population PK: 

3.1.1.1 Data  
This PopPK analysis was performed using a dataset including relevant data from both 
Phase 1 (PRT016, AU120, AU127, AU128, AU129, AU130, AU131, AE132, AE133, 
AU136, AU137, AU138, AU141) (see: Table 9.1) and Phase 3 (ENGAGE-AF) studies.  
The Phase 1 studies were selected to inform and stabilize the structural PK model.  Only 
the parent compound was included in the PopPK analysis. 

The following effects, patients, or study conditions were not investigated: drug 
administration routes other than oral, drug formulations other than tablet, influence of 
food intake relative to drug intake, patients on dialysis, and concomitant administration of 
drugs other than verapamil, quinidine and dronedarone.  PK data from Phase 1 studies 
with intravenous administration were limited, as Phase 1 data were selected to support 
and inform a structural model for the ENGAGE study where only oral data is available. 

3.1.1.2 Edoxaban Exposure Metrics by Dose Group: 
Figure 25.  Boxplots of individual predicted Cmin (top panel) and AUC (bottom 
panel) in various exposure groups. 

1. high exposure treatment group 
2. low exposure treatment group 
3. non-dose adjusted 60 mg QD 
4. combined non-dose adjusted and dose-adjusted 30 mg QD 
5. non-dose adjusted 30 mg QD 
6. dose-adjusted 30 mg QD 
7. dose-adjusted 15 mg QD 
8. all single adjusted high exposure treatment group 
9. all single adjusted low exposure treatment group 
10. adjusted for multiple factors high exposure treatment group 
11. adjusted for multiple factors low exposure treatment group 
12. Only CLcr adjusted high exposure treatment group 
13. Only CLcr adjusted low exposure treatment group 
14. Only WT adjusted high exposure treatment group 
15. Only WT adjusted low exposure treatment group 
16. Only P-gp adjusted high exposure treatment group 
17. Only P-gp adjusted low exposure treatment group 
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 (Source: Applicant’s Population PK Report, TMP009, Figure 10.65 & Figure 10.66) 
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Table 34.  Individual predicted Cmin for observation in the analysis dataset. 
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(Source: Applicant’s Population PK Report, TMP008, Table 9.15) 

Reviewer’s Comments: 
The Applicant’s population PK model appears reasonable for calculating the Ctrough and 
AUC of edoxaban for each individual.  Based on the manner of the data collection, it 
does not appear reasonable to use this model to estimate Cmax for each individual; 
Therefore Cmax was not used in the reviewer’s exposure-response analysis.   
The degree of shrinkage in the Applicant’s original analysis on CL (63%) is sufficient to 
cause concern for using this model for simulating data in an unstudied population based 
solely on patient demographic variables.  Thus, whenever possible, post-hoc Bayesian 
estimates for each individual should be used in the exposure-response analyses. 

3.1.2 Time-to-event Exposure Response Analyses: 
This was a Phase 3, randomized, double-blind, double-dummy, parallel group, 
multicenter, multi-national study for evaluation of efficacy and safety of edoxaban versus 
warfarin in subjects with AF.  The primary objective was to compare edoxaban to 
warfarin with regard to the composite primary endpoint of stroke/SEE. 

Eligible subjects were stratified by CHADS2 risk score at randomization in two strata: 

1: CHADS2 risk score 2 and 3 

2: CHADS2 risk score 4, 5, and 6. 

Within each CHADS2 stratum, subjects were further stratified with respect to factors 
requiring edoxaban dosage adjustment (CLcr ≤50 mL/min, WT ≤60 kg, concomitant 
verapamil, quinidine) Subjects were randomized to one of three treatment groups: 
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• Warfarin (once daily with dose adjusted to maintain INR between 2.0 and 3.0, 
inclusive); 

• Edoxaban High Exposure (60 mg QD with dosage adjustment to 30 mg QD for 
moderate renal impairment (CLcr ≥ 30 and ≤ 50 mL/min), low WT (≤ 60 kg), 
and/or specified concomitant medications (verapamil, quinidine); 

• Edoxaban Low Exposure (30 mg QD with dosage adjustment to 15 mg QD for 
moderate renal impairment (CLcr ≥ 30 and ≤ 50 mL/min), WT (≤ 60 kg), and/or 
specified concomitant medications (verapamil, quinidine). 

After randomization was complete, concomitant dronedarone was added to the list of P-
gp inhibitors for which the edoxaban dose was reduced.  A subject with multiple factors 
requiring edoxaban dosage adjustment received the halved edoxaban dosage regimen, 
same as a subject with only one factor requiring edoxaban dosage adjustment.  

Up to five blood samples were collected for PK per subject: pre-dose and between 1h and 
3h post-dose on Day 29, any time at Month 3 visit; any time at Month 12 visit; and if a 
subject experienced a clinical event of either stroke/SEE/MACE.  Only edoxaban-treated 
subjects’ blood samples were analyzed.  For each subject given edoxaban, the two 
samples on Day 29 and either the Month 3 or the Month 12 sample, were utilized for 
bioanalytical analysis.  In addition, if a subject in one of the edoxaban arms experienced a 
clinical endpoint of either stroke/SEE/MACE or major bleeding, then all plasma samples 
from that subject were analyzed.  All samples were analyzed for patients that progressed 
to severe renal impairment during the study.  Edoxaban plasma concentrations from 
edoxaban treatments were included in the PopPK analysis. 

3.1.2.1 Data 
In the ER analysis, all evaluable patients in study DU176B-C-301 taking at least one dose 
of edoxaban were included (mITT population).  Patients taking at least one dose of 
warfarin were used for the risk factor analysis.  

Only time to first event was considered.  The time to first event was defined as the time 
from the first dose of study drug to the first event experienced by a subject for both 
efficacy and safety endpoints, e.g. first time of a major bleeding.  Only data up until first 
study drug interruption plus 3 days was included.  Study drug interruption of ≤3 days 
were allowed as this was according to the protocol not considered to be study drug 
interruption but rather missed doses.  For subjects who did not experience an event, the 
time to first event was censored at the time of permanently discontinuing drug plus 3 
days, first drug interruption plus 3 days or on the last day the subject had a complete 
assessment for study outcomes (or death, if a subject died), whichever came first.  If none 
of these rules were applicable, the individual was excluded. 

• The risk factor dataset was comprised of all patients who had received at least one 
dose of warfarin or edoxaban, with the exception of the three patients described 
Section 4.2.1. The dataset contained 21026 patients, of which only the 7012 
warfarin treated patients were used. 

• The dataset used for the ER analysis was comprised of all patients who have 
received at least one edoxaban dose.  The dataset contained 14014 patients. 
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In total, 14014 edoxaban patients were included in the ER analysis of all four endpoints.  
In the ER datasets provided  745 patients did not have any PK observations 
(i.e. not included in the PopPK dataset).   

3.1.2.2 Exposure Metrics 
The full population PK model included covariate relationships of covariates that were 
used for dose-adjustments, i.e. WT, CLcr and concomitant P-gp inhibitors and therefore 
the obtained full PopPK model was used to predict the individual Cav , AUC0-24,ss, Cmin 
and Cmax. 

• In patients with observed plasma concentrations on at least one occasion (i.e. 
those included in the PopPK dataset), PK exposure indices were predicted for 
each individual at each occasion where a plasma concentration was measured or a 
change in dose occurred.  These predictions were based on the empirical Bayes 
estimates (EBE) of PK parameters derived from the full PopPK model.  The 
predicted inter-occasion variability was included in the prediction of PK exposure 
indices. 

• For patients in the PopPK dataset that only had observed concentrations below 
limit of quantification (LLOQ) in the dataset, all PK exposure indices were set to 
0.  Further, for patients with samples reported to be compromised (i.e. sample 
handling errors that occurred prior to bioanalysis) and no other observed 
concentrations above the LLOQ, the typical PK exposure indices were derived 
from the full PopPK model, while taking into account the individual covariate 
values (WT, CLcr and concomitant medication of verapamil, quinidine and 
dronedarone) and dosing histories. 

• For patients in the ER dataset not having any observed plasma concentrations (i.e. 
not being included in the PopPK dataset), the typical PK exposure indices were 
predicted.  These predictions were based on the full PopPK model, the protocol 
study design, the patient’s dosing information at randomization and the WT, CLcr 
and concomitant medication of verapamil, quinidine and dronedarone at 
randomization.  
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3.1.2.3 Risk Factors Evaluated 
Table 36.  Risk Factors Included in the Exposure-Response Analysis 

 
(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Table 4.1) 

3.1.2.4 Exposure-Response for Efficacy: 
Four endpoints were analyzed using a time-to-event approach: all stroke/SEE, ischemic 
stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, and major bleeds.  Only time to first event, if occurring after 
first dose, was considered.  Time (days) to first event (major bleeding, stroke or SEE, 
ischemic stroke or SEE and hemorrhagic stroke) or censoring time since first dose was 
included in the analysis.  Censoring time was set to date of common study end visit, 
subject's last assessment (or death, if a subject died), 3 days after first study interruption 
or 3 days after final dose, whichever came first.  Event time was set to difference between 
event day and day of first dose +1. 
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Initially an exponential as well as a Weibull distribution was applied to the data without 
risk factors.  The assumption of distribution was re-evaluated, using graphical evaluation, 
for the final model including risk factor and ER relationships. 

Final model estimates for each endpoint and exposure response relationships are shown 
in the following tables and figures. 

Table 37.  Parameter Estimates of the Final Stroke or SEE Exposure-Response 
Model Using Edoxaban Patients 

 
(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Table 6.9) 
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(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Figure 6.32) 

Reviewer’s Comments: 
These figures reveal two salient points.  

1. The probability of ischemic stroke decreases with increasing edoxaban 
concentration. 

2. The Applicant’s dose adjustment for low body weight, concomitant P-gp inhibitor 
use, and/or moderate renal impairment results appears to reduce exposures in 
this subset of patients compared to patients without a dose adjustment.  This plot 
does not inform whether the dose adjustment was warranted for the 
intrinsic/extrinsic factor the adjustment was made on (i.e. renal impairment, 
concomitant Pgp inhibitor use, and low body weight. 
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3.1.2.5 Exposure-Response for Safety: 
Table 40.  Parameter estimates of the final major bleeding exposure-response model 
using edoxaban patients. 

 
(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Table 6.7) 

Figure 29.  Probability of a major bleeding event within 1 year in an edoxaban 
patient versus Cmin exposure of edoxaban. 

 
(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Figure 6.8) 

Reviewer’s Comments: 
As expected, the probability of major bleeds increases with edoxaban exposure and the 
studied dose groups appear to fall in the part of the relationship where there is the 
smallest rate of increase of events with increasing edoxaban concentrations (smallest 
slope).  This plot does not show the rate of warfarin for comparison.  Additionally the 
Applicant used Ctrough for this bleeding relationship and Caverage for the efficacy endpoint.  
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Ctrough has appeared to be a better metric for bleeding consistently between the phase 2 
and phase 3 programs.  However, because Ctrough and Caverage and AUC are correlated, 
Ctrough was used for consistency for both efficacy and safety endpoints in the reviewer’s 
analysis. 

3.1.2.6 Clinical Utility Analysis 
Figure 30.  Applicant’s Clinical Utility Index for All Stroke/SEE against Major 
Bleeding Events at one year for clinical weights of 1:2, 2:1, and 1:1 versus PK 
exposure (Caverage) visualized together with predicted exposure in all patients and the 
Applicant’s optimal exposure for each weight. 

 
(Source: Applicant’s Exposure-Response Report TMP 009, Figure 6.37) 

Reviewer’s Comments: 
The Applicant’s clinical utility index assumes that one stroke is either equal to 0.5, 1, or 
2 major bleeds.  As this type of benefit-risk weighting is difficult to obtain consensus 
regarding two different approaches were considered in the review’s analysis to evaluate 
the net-benefit-risk of edoxaban at different concentrations/doses – 1) the probability of 
having an event (stroke or bleeding) was compared to the probability for the warfarin 
control arm and 2) multiple efficacy and safety endpoints (all stroke/SEE, ischemic 
stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, life-threatening and fatal bleeds, major bleeds, major GI 
bleeds, clinically relevant non-major & major bleeds, and MACE events) were evaluated 
to gain a more complete picture of where edoxaban offers benefit compared to warfarin 
at different edoxaban doses. 
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A summary of the RISK ANALYSIS for dissolution is presented in Table 15 (refer to 
page 43 of this review).

2. Appropriate Bridging throughout the Phases of Drug Development

Edoxaban tablets were developed as an IR tablet formulation using common excipients 
and conventional manufacturing procedures. The tablets developed for clinical studies 
were 5 mg (Phase 1, Phase 2b); 15 mg (Phase 2a, 2b and 3); and 30 mg (Phase 1, 2a, 2b 
and 3). The proposed commercial formulations for the 15 mg and 30 mg tablets have the 
same composition as the Phase 3 tablets, with the exception of the colorants used in the 
film coats. Additionally, a 60 mg tablet was later developed for commercial use. Based 
on data from the pilot bioavailability study (A-U145), and a subsequent BE study (A-
U142), the proportional 60 mg round tablet formulation was chosen as the proposed 
commercial formulation. Note that some major changes were implemented to the 
formulation tested in Phase 1 and Phase 2 studies; however, these studies are considered 
not pivotal from the biopharmaceutics perspective for the approval of the proposed drug 
product, because there are PK data for the phase 3/TBM formulation (15 mg and 30 mg) 
and a BE study between the 30 mg and 60 mg tablet.

There were no manufacturing changes implemented to the clinical trial formulation. The 
product will be manufactured by Daiichi Sankyo Propharma Co., Ltd., Hiratsuka, Japan.

3. Bioequivalence  Study A-U142 Supporting the Approval of the 60 mg Strength

The 60 mg tablets were not tested in Phase 3 Clinical Trials. Its approval is based on the 
results of BE study A-U142. This study was an single-center, open-label, randomized, 
two-treatment, four-period, two-sequence, replicated crossover study in 30 healthy 
subjects to investigate the bioequivalence of the round 60 mg proposed commercial tablet 
formulation to the Phase 3 tablet formulation (30 mg round tablets), when both tablets are 
dosed at 60 mg under fasting conditions. Subjects were randomized to 1 of 2 sequences 
(ABAB or BABA) and received both treatments as follows:

Treatment A: Single oral dose of round tablet (1 x 60 mg tablet), 
Treatment B: Single oral dose of Phase 3 formulation (2 x 30 mg tablets), on separate 
occasions.

This Reviewer run the average BE and the scaled-average BE (ASBE) analysis for the 
PK data provided during the review cycle using the Phoenix software. ASBE was run 
given the nature of the data; specifically the study design was replicated and the %CV for 
Cmax was higher than 30%. The pharmacokinetic parameters Cmax, AUCt, and AUCinf 
met the criteria for BE for both edoxaban and its major metabolite.

It is noted that the inspection report from the Office of Scientific Investigations (OSI) for 
the analytical and clinical sites of BE study A-U142 is pending.
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It should be noted that the design space ranges for the  are based on passing 
an acceptance criterion of Q≥ % at 30 min and on a dissolution method that is 
considered less than adequate. Therefore, the design space should be revised as 
appropriate, once the results of the post marketing commitment are submitted.

5.  Dissolution Model

The  dissolution models developed by the Applicant for the 15mg, 30 mg, and 60 
mg tablets are not acceptable for the following reasons:
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Additionally, a 60 mg tablet was later developed for commercial use. The 60 mg round 
tablets were proportionally similar in composition to the 30 mg round tablets. Based on 
data from the pilot bioavailability study (A-U145), and a subsequent BE study (A-U142), 
the proportional 60 mg round tablet formulation was chosen as the proposed commercial 
formulation. 

Study A-U142: Bioequivalence Study between Round 60 mg Tablets and Phase 3
Formulations (2 Tablets of 30 mg)
This was an single-center, open-label, randomized, two-treatment, four-period, two-
sequence, replicated crossover study in 30 healthy subjects to investigate the 
bioequivalence of the round 60 mg proposed commercial tablet formulation to the Phase 
3 tablet formulation (30 mg round tablets), when both tablets are dosed at 60 mg under 
fasting conditions. Subjects were randomized to 1 of 2 sequences (ABAB or BABA) and 
received both treatments as follows:

Treatment A: Single oral dose of round tablet (1 x 60 mg tablet), 
Treatment B: Single oral dose of Phase 3 formulation (2 x 30 mg tablets), on separate 
occasions.

Blood samples for the analysis of plasma concentrations of edoxaban (DU-176) and its 
metabolite D21-2393 were collected prior to edoxaban dosing (within approximately 60 
minutes prior to dosing) and at the following times: 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 6, 8, 
12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 h postdose.

The following PK parameters were calculated from the individual plasma concentrations 
of edoxaban and its active metabolite, D21-2393 following the administration of the 
round shape tablet and the current tablet formulation of edoxaban under fasting 
conditions using a noncompartmental approach: AUClast, AUC0-inf, AUCextr, C24, 
Cmax, tmax, λz and t1/2 for both and CL/F and Vz/F for edoxaban only.

The inclusion/exclusion criteria and concomitant medications were described in detail 
under \\cdsesub1\evsprod\NDA206316\0000\m5\53-clin-stud-rep\531-rep-biopharm-
stud\5312-compar-ba-be-stud-rep\du176b-a-u142). 

Statistical Methods
As the primary endpoints, AUClast, AUC0-inf, and Cmax (and C24 for information 
purposes only) were compared between Treatment A and Treatment B using an 
appropriate mixed effect model for replicated measurements on the ln-transformed 
AUClast, AUC0-inf, and Cmax values (and C24). Bioequivalence (BE) between the two 
treatments (A versus B) was concluded if the 90% confidence intervals (CIs) of the 
geometric mean ratios of AUClast, AUC0-inf, and Cmax of edoxaban were entirely 
contained within the BE interval of 80 to 125%.
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Non-parametric analysis of tmax, and t1/2 were performed, to compare Treatment A to 
Treatment B. The statistical analyses described above were also performed for the 
edoxaban metabolite, D21-2393, as a secondary objective.

Safety
Safety assessments included physical examination findings, vital signs, 12-lead 
electrocardiograms (ECGs), adverse events (AEs), and clinical laboratories [hematology, 
serum chemistry, urinalysis (UA), fecal occult blood, and coagulation parameters: 
prothrombin time (PT), international normalized ratio (INR) and activated partial 
thromboplastin time (aPTT)].

Results
The results of the bioanalytical analysis are summarized in Table 6 and demonstrate the 
robustness of the test.

Table 6. Assay Performance for Study DU176b-A-U142 (Edoxaban and Metabolite)

Bioanalytical Runs
Comprehensive list of bioanalytical runs for
Study DU176b-A-U142 including run number, analysis 
date, subject numbers, and run status.

DU-176 (parent)

QC Samples

Calibration Standards

Accepted Runs                      Rejected Runs
34                                           3 

(Overall pass rate 91.9%)

Precision (%CV)*                Accuracy (%Dev)
1.7 to 2.9%                            0.0 to 3.3% 

Precision (%CV)                  Accuracy (%Dev)
1.6 to 3.8%                           –1.0 to 1.0%

D21-2393 (metabolite)

QC Samples

Calibration Standards

Accepted Runs                      Rejected Runs
34                                           3 

(Overall pass rate 91.9%)

Precision (%CV)*                Accuracy (%Dev)
2.1 to 3.3%                         –6.9 to –1.5% 

Precision (%CV)                  Accuracy (%Dev)
1.6 to 4.2%                           –2.3 to 1.9%

   Room temperature in plasma plasma 24 hours

   Freeze/thaw at –20 °C 6 cycles

   Reinjection reproducibility at
   approximately 3 °C

112 hours

   Processed extract stability stored
   at approximately 3 °C

95 hours

  Freezer at –20 °C in plasma 311 days for DU-176
277 days for D21-2393
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Thirty subjects were enrolled and 25 subjects completed the study. A summary of the 
pharmacokinetics results is presented in Table 7 and 8, for edoxaban and it major 
metabolite, respectively. The mean plasma concentration time profiles for both 
formulations were virtually superimposed (not shown in here). The individual edoxaban 
Cmax and AUCt values are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The individual 
Cmax and AUCt discretion is very similar across treatments. Note that the graphs for the 
metabolite are not shown here, but similar pattern in the distribution is observed as that 
for the parent compound. 

Table 7. Overall Summary of Pharmacokinetic Parameters for Edoxaban in Plasma

PK Parameters

Edoxaban

Treatment A 

(Test)
(Overall N=57)

Treatment B 

(Reference) 

(Overall N=57*)

AUClast (ng·h/mL) Arithmetic

Mean ± SD Geometric Mean
(Geo%CV)

1744 ± 460

1680 (29.1)

1718 ± 503

1649 (29.5)

AUC0-inf (ng·h/mL) Arithmetic

Mean ± SD Geometric Mean
(Geo%CV)

1769 ± 461

1706 (28.5)

1754 ± 501

1687 (28.7)

%AUCextr (%)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 1.51 ± 1.43 1.39 ± 0.91

Cmax (ng/mL)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Geometric Mean (Geo%CV)

249.5 ± 84.5

229.8 (49.2)

242.4 ± 93.4

223.6 (44.0)

tmax (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Median (Min, Max)

1.273 ± 0.451

1.00 (0.50, 2.50)

1.378 ± 0.536

1.50 (0.50, 2.98)

C24 (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Geometric Mean (Geo%CV)

11.69 ± 5.11

10.72 (43.3)

11.11 ± 4.08

10.43 (37.3)

t½ (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Median (Min, Max)

13.33 ± 6.87

10.49 (5.10, 33.3)

12.84 ± 6.83

10.74 (5.22, 36.0)

CL/F (L/h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 36.66 ± 11.73 37.00 ± 10.95

Vz/F (L)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 701 ± 429 675 ± 403
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Table 8. Overall Summary of Pharmacokinetic Parameters for D21-2393 in Plasma

PK Parameters

D21-2393

Treatment A 

(Test)
(Overall N=57)

Treatment B 

(Reference) 

(Overall N=57*)

AUClast (ng·h/mL) Arithmetic

Mean ± SD Geometric Mean
(Geo%CV)

140.3 ± 54.4

129.9 (42.4)

140.2 ± 62.5

128.0 (44.9)

AUC0-inf (ng·h/mL) Arithmetic

Mean ± SD Geometric Mean
(Geo%CV)

142.6 ± 54.6

132.5 (41.3)

143.8 ± 62.9

131.8 (43.8)

%AUCextr (%)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 1.94 ± 1.61 1.66 ± 0.90

Cmax (ng/mL)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Geometric Mean (Geo%CV)

20.96 ± 9.85

18.42 (61.0)

20.92 ± 11.17

18.31 (56.8)

tmax (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Median (Min, Max)

1.975 ± 0.511

2.00 (1.00, 3.50)

2.036 ± 0.624

2.00 (1.00, 4.00)

C24 (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Geometric Mean (Geo%CV)

0.9962 ± 0.4573

0.9068 (45.6)

0.9824 ± 0.4555

0.8956 (44.7)

t½ (h)
Arithmetic Mean ± SD 

Median (Min, Max)

13.03 ± 8.22

9.57 (4.93, 42.7)

11.53 ± 6.86

8.976 (4.92, 41.1)
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The statistical results reported by the Applicant are summarized in Table 9 and 10 for the 
parent compound and metabolite, respectively. This Reviewer run average BE and 
scaled-average BE analysis using Phoenix software given the nature of the data 
(replicated design and the %CV for Cmax was higher than 30%). The results of these 
analyses are summarized on Tables 11, 12, and 13 for the Cmax, AUCt, and AUCinf, 
respectively.

Table 9. Statistical Comparisons of the PK Parameters of Edoxaban between
Treatments A and B

PK
Parameters
Edoxaban

Geometric LSM
Ratio
A/B
(%)

90% CI
(%)

Intra-Subject CV%

Treatment
A

(Test)

Treatment
B

(Reference)

Treatment
A

(Test)

Treatment
B

(Reference)

AUClast

(ng·h/mL)
1668 1632 102.18 (96.37,108.35 ) 18.5 19.0

AUC0-inf

(ng·h/mL)
1695 1670 101.50 (95.88, 107.44) 18.4 17.9

Cmax

(ng/mL)
227.3 220.9 102.90 (91.77, 115.39) 35.6 36.5

C24

(ng/mL)
10.62 10.37 102.34 (92.84, 112.82) 28.8 27.3

Table 10. Statistical Comparisons of the PK Parameters of D21-2393 between 
Treatments A and B

PK
Parameters
D21-2393

Geometric LSM
Ratio
A/B
(%)

90% CI
(%)

Intra-Subject CV%

Treatment
A

(Test)

Treatment
B

(Reference)

Treatment
A

(Test)

Treatment
B

(Reference)

AUClast

(ng·h/mL)
129.8 128.1 101.26 (94.61, 108.38) 23.0 20.6

AUC0-inf

(ng·h/mL)
132.5 131.5 100.70 (94.28, 107.56) 22.3 19.5

Cmax

(ng/mL)
18.35 18.21 100.75 (89.73, 113.11) 38.3 37.1

C24

(ng/mL)
0.9019 0.8962 100.64 (91.27, 110.97) 28.6 27.1
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Table 11. Statistical Analysis for Edoxaban Cmax between
Treatments A and B

Reviewer’s BE analysis for CMAX*

Average Bioequivalence (ABE)
Referenced Scaled Average Bioequivalence

(RSABE)

Assessment Ratio (%) 90% CI Lower 90% CI Upper sWR [>=0.294]
Point Estimate

[0.80, 1.25]
Critical Bound 

[<=0]

USE 
RSABE:
Criteria 

Met

102.90 91.77 115.39 0.359 1.0253 -0.0634

* Run based data provided on Aug 13, 2014 in response to IR letter using Phoenix software.

Table 12. Statistical Analysis for Edoxaban AUCt between
Treatments A and B

Reviewer’s BE analysis for AUCt*

Average Bioequivalence (ABE)
Referenced Scaled Average

Bioequivalence (RSABE)

Assessment Ratio (%) 90% CI Lower 90% CI Upper sWR [>=0.294]
Point Estimate

[0.80, 1.25]
Critical Bound 

[<=0]

USE 
UNSCALED
ABE: sWr < 

0.294

102.18 96.37 108.35 0.189 1.0319 -0.0157

*Run based data provided on Aug 13, 2014 in response to IR letter using Phoenix software.

Table 13. Statistical Analysis for Edoxaban AUCinf between
Treatments A and B

Reviewer’s BE analysis for AUCinf*

Average Bioequivalence (ABE)
Referenced Scaled Average 
Bioequivalence (RSABE)

Assessment Ratio (%) 90% CI Lower 90% CI Upper sWR [>=0.294]
Point Estimate 

[0.80, 1.25]
Critical Bound

[<=0]

USE UNSCALED ABE:
sWr < 0.294

101.50 95.88 107.44 0.174 1.0257 -0.0131

*Run based data provided on Aug 13, 2014 in response to IR letter using Phoenix software.

Reviewer’s Comments
The results summarized in Tables 9 through 13 showed that the 60 mg tablet meets the 
requirements for BE in terms of Cmax, AUCt and AUCinf when compared to the 30 mg 
tablets. Note that the CV for Cmax was higher than 30% and therefore, this Reviewer ran 
scaled average BE analysis. Since the intra-subject standard deviation (sWR) was lower 
than 0.294 for the AUCt and AUCinf, unscaled ABE should be used to make conclusions 
in terms of bioequivalency for the parent compound of this product. The BE analysis for 
the metabolite shows that the BE criteria is also met for this component (Table 10).
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dissolution, where the inputs to the model are the ‘individual means of 
selected input variables measured throughout the manufacturing run.

c. For model prediction purposes, it is recommended that the 95% one-
sided lower confidence limit for the individual mean prediction be ≥ % 
for the dissolution acceptance criterion. This acceptance criterion is 
consistent with USP <711> Stage 1 criterion of Q+5 for each individual 
tablet.

d. As part of drug product’s Continuous Process Verification, we 
recommend that you track all process variables and in-process attributes 
that have a potential to impact dissolution during routine production in 
a multivariate manner e.g. via use of MSPC(multivariate statistical 
process control).

Daiichi Sankyo’s Response received on Sep 6, 2014 is as follows:

“Should we develop a new  dissolution model, we will take the FDA's 
recommendations into consideration and further consult with the FDA 
concerning their recommendations”.
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New Drug Application Filing and Review Form 
General Information About the Submission 
In this submission Daiichi Sankyo Co. is seeking authorization to market edoxaban, a factor Xa (FXa) 
inhibitor, for the following indications (1) risk reduction of stroke and systemic embolism (SE) in patients 
with nonvalvular atrial fibrillation (Afib) (2) treatment of deep vein thrombosis (DVT)  
pulmonary embolism (PE)  The proposed dose is 60 mg to 
be administered orally once daily. A dose reduction to 30 mg once daily is proposed in patients with one or 
more of the factors listed below. 

•  
• Body weight < 60 Kg 
• Concomitant use of P-gp inhibitors (except amiodarone) 

Edoxaban immediate release tablets will be marketed in strengths of 15, 30 and 60 mg. 
 

Sixteen in vitro studies (metabolism, transport, protein binding), 43 in vivo clinical pharmacology studies 
(pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic, effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, transitioning to and from 
other anticoagulants), six biopharmaceutics studies, nine Phase 2 studies (five Afib/ four VTE) and two 
warfarin controlled Phase 3 studies (ENGAGE-AF and Hokusai VTE) are submitted in support of safety 
and claims. Plasma concentrations of edoxaban and its major active metabolite D21-2393 were collected in 
most Phase 1 / 2 studies and in all subjects in Phase 3. Anti FXa activity, D-dimer and PT/INR were 
assessed in all subjects in Phase 3. Details of the submission are presented below. 
 

 Information  Information 
NDA/BLA Number 206316 Brand Name Savaysa 
OCP Division (I, II, III, IV, V) I, V, DPM, genomics Generic Name Edoxaban 
Medical Division DCRP, DHP Drug Class FXa inhibitor 

OCP Reviewer(s) 
Young-Jin Moon, Robert Schuck, 
Divya Menon-Andersen 

Indication(s) 
SPAF, treatment of 
DVT and PE 

OCP Team Leader(s) 
Julie Bullock, Mike Pacanowski, 
Nitin Mehrotra, Jeff Florian, Raj 
Madabushi 

Dosage Form 
Immediate release 
tablet 

Pharmacometrics Reviewer(s) Justin Earp, Jiang Liu Dosing Regimen Once daily 
Date of Submission 01/08/2014 Route of Administration Oral 
Estimated Due Date of OCP Review 09/08/2014 Sponsor Daiichi Sankyo Co.  
Medical Division Due Date 09/08/2014 Priority Classification Standard 

PDUFA Due Date 01/08/2015   

Clin. Pharm. and Biopharm. Information 
 “X” if 

included 
at filing 

Number of 
studies 
submitted 

Number of 
studies to be 
reviewed 

Critical Comments If any / study identifiers 

STUDY TYPE                                                                                                                               

Table of Contents present and sufficient to 
locate reports, tables, data, etc. 

X                                                    

Tabular Listing of All Human Studies  X                                                    
HPK Summary  X                                                    
Labeling  X                                                    
Reference Bioanalytical and Analytical 
Methods 

X          14                            14             DPC/10, DPC/10A, DPC/10B, QBR113951, 
QB01- Plasma 07670VDAC DEN, 
080091PVKLN_DEN_R2 –Plasma  

DPC/73, QBR103759/1, QBR103223/2, 
090568XVJB_DEN- Plasma (  

cross validation), DPC/11, DPC/11A, 
QBR113951QB01- Urine  

I.  Clinical Pharmacology                                                                                                      
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CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND BIOPHARMACEUTICS 
 FILING FORM/CHECKLIST FOR NDA/BLA or Supplement 

    Mass balance: X 1 1 PRT019 –60 mg 14C edx 
    Isozyme characterization: X 2 2 B041111, PBC314-473 
    Blood/plasma ratio: X 1 1 AE-3868-G 
    Plasma protein binding: X 1 1 AE-3867-G, AM10-C0090-R01 
    Pharmacokinetics (e.g., Phase I) - X    

Healthy Volunteers- 
                                                                                                     

single dose: X 3 3 PRT001, J01, A-U147 
multiple dose: X 2 1 PRT001 

Patients- 
                                                                                                     

single dose:     
multiple dose: X 7 4 PRT018, J307, PRT007, PRT011  

Sparse PK/PD sampling in Phase 2 studies 
   Dose proportionality -                                                                                                      

fasting / non-fasting single dose: X 1 1 A-U147 
fasting / non-fasting multiple dose:     

    Drug-drug interaction studies -                                                                                                                               
In-vivo effects on primary drug: X 16 16 A-U139 (Quindine/IV edx), A-U129 (Quinidine), 

A-U131 (Amiodarone), A-U141 (Dronedarone), 
A-U128 (Naproxen), PRT017 (ASA LD), A-U127 
(ASA HD), PRT016 (Keto), A-U130 (Verapamil), 
A-E132 (Erythromycin), A-U138 (CsA), A-U156 

(Esomeprazole), PRT012 (Esomeprazole), A-U137 
(Rif), PRT014 (Dig), A-E133 (Atorvastatin) 

In-vivo effects of primary drug: X 4 4 PRT017, A-U127, A-U129, PRT014 
In-vitro:     

    Subpopulation studies -                                                                                                                               
ethnicity: X 3 3 PRT020 (Japanese/Caucasian), A-A123 (Chinese), 

PRT010 (Japanese) 
gender: X 1 1 PRT002 (Age/gender) 

pediatrics:     
geriatrics:     

renal impairment: X 2 2 A-U120 (Normal/Mild/Mod/Severe/ESRD), A-
U146 (receiving dialysis) 

hepatic impairment: X 1 1 A-E134 (Normal/CP A/CP B) 
    PD –                   

Phase 1 X  3 3 PRT003(Shed blood model), PRT005(Badimon 
perfusion chamber), PRT009 (comparison with 
dalteparin, ximelagatran) 

Phase 2: X 9 4 PRT018, J307, PRT007, PRT011 
(Sparse PK/PD sampling) 

Phase 3: X 6 2 ENGAGE-AF (C-U301), Hokusai VTE (D-U305) 
(Sparse PK/PD sampling) 

    PK/PD -                                                      
Phase 1 and/or 2, proof of concept: X 11 6 PRT001, J-01, PRT018, J307, PRT007, PRT011 

Phase 3 clinical trial: X 2 2 ENGAGE-AF (C-U301), Hokusai VTE (D-U305) 
    Population Analyses -                                                      

Data rich: X 8 8  
Data sparse: X 5 5  

II.  Biopharmaceutics                                                                                                      
    Absolute bioavailability X 1 1 A-U139 
    Relative bioavailability -                                                                                                      

solution as reference: X 3 2 PRT001 (SAD/MAD), PRT004 (absorption site) 
alternate formulation as reference: X 1 0  

    Bioequivalence studies -                                                                                                                               
traditional design; single / multi dose:     

replicate design; single / multi dose: X 2 - A-U142 (pivotal BE) will be reviewed by ONDQA 
BPH as per MoU dated 02/04/2014 

    Food-drug interaction studies X 5 1 A-U148 (to-be marketed formulation) 
    Bio-waiver request based on BCS     
    BCS class     
   Dissolution study to evaluate alcohol 
induced    dose-dumping 

    

III.  Other CPB Studies                                                                                                                               
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CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND BIOPHARMACEUTICS 
 FILING FORM/CHECKLIST FOR NDA/BLA or Supplement 

    Genotype/phenotype studies X 1 1 Analyses of data from multiple studies 
    Chronopharmacokinetics     
    Pediatric development plan     
Switching/reversal studies X 5 5 A-U136 (Enoxaparin), C-U122 (Warf), A-U151 

(Riv/Dabi), A-E152 (Apx), A-U150 (PCC) 
In vitro transport/CYP inhibition or 
induction 

X 8 8  

    Literature References     
Total Number of Studies  55 

11 (Phase 2) 
38 (Phase 1) 
4 (Phase 2) 
2 (Phase 3) 

Only in vivo studies counted 

     

On initial review of the NDA/BLA application for filing: 
 Content Parameter Yes No N/A Comment 

Criteria for Refusal to File (RTF) 
1 Has the applicant submitted bioequivalence data 

comparing to-be-marketed product(s) and those used 
in the pivotal clinical trials? 

X   To be reviewed by ONDQA 
BPH as per MoU dated 
02/04/2014 

2 Has the applicant provided metabolism and drug-
drug interaction information? 

X    

3 Has the sponsor submitted bioavailability data 
satisfying the CFR requirements? 

X    

4 Did the sponsor submit data to allow the evaluation 
of the validity of the analytical assay? 

X   Please see footnote1 

5 Has a rationale for dose selection been submitted? X    
6 Is the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics 

section of the NDA organized, indexed and 
paginated in a manner to allow substantive review to 
begin? 

X    

7 Is the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics 
section of the NDA legible so that a substantive 
review can begin? 

X    

8 Is the electronic submission searchable, does it have 
appropriate hyperlinks and do the hyperlinks work? 

X    

Criteria for Assessing Quality of an NDA (Preliminary Assessment of Quality) 
        Data  
9 Are the data sets, as requested during pre-submission 

discussions, submitted in the appropriate format 
(e.g., CDISC)?  

X    

10 If applicable, are the pharmacogenomic data sets 
submitted in the appropriate format? 

 X  Please submit patient-level 
genotype results as a SAS 
XPORT file. If these data have 
already been submitted then 
please identify the file location. 

        Studies and Analyses  
11 Is the appropriate pharmacokinetic information 

submitted? 
X    

12 Has the applicant made an appropriate attempt to 
determine reasonable dose individualization 
strategies for this product (i.e., appropriately 

X    

                                                 
1 The applicant discovered and subsequently remedied irregularities at  one of the two bioanalytical sites. This issue was 
presented to DCRP and DHP, and there was agreement on the proposed remedial measures. Relevant information can be found in DARRTS (IND 
77254, date 10/25/2012) and in section 5.3.5.4 of the submission. 
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CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND BIOPHARMACEUTICS 
 FILING FORM/CHECKLIST FOR NDA/BLA or Supplement 

designed and analyzed dose-ranging or pivotal 
studies)? 

13 Are the appropriate exposure-response (for desired 
and undesired effects) analyses conducted and 
submitted as described in the Exposure-Response 
guidance? 

X    

14 Is there an adequate attempt by the applicant to use 
exposure-response relationships in order to assess the 
need for dose adjustments for intrinsic/extrinsic 
factors that might affect the pharmacokinetic or 
pharmacodynamics? 

X    

15 Are the pediatric exclusivity studies adequately 
designed to demonstrate effectiveness, if the drug is 
indeed effective? 

X    

16 Did the applicant submit all the pediatric exclusivity 
data, as described in the WR? 

X   Please see footnote2 

17 Is there adequate information on the 
pharmacokinetics and exposure-response in the 
clinical pharmacology section of the label? 

X   

        General  
18 Are the clinical pharmacology and biopharmaceutics 

studies of appropriate design and breadth of 
investigation to meet basic requirements for 
approvability of this product? 

X    

19 Was the translation (of study reports or other study 
information) from another language needed and 
provided in this submission? 

  X  

 
IS THE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY SECTION OF THE APPLICATION FILEABLE? Yes 
If the NDA/BLA is not fileable from the clinical pharmacology perspective, state the reasons and provide 
comments to be sent to the Applicant. Please identify and list any potential review issues to be forwarded 
to the Applicant for the 74-day letter. 
 
 
 
Young-Jin Moon, Divya Menon-Andersen     02/18/2014 
Reviewing Clinical Pharmacologist      Date 
 
Julie Bullock, Raj Madabushi       02/18/2014 
Team Leader         Date 

                                                 
2 A full waiver was granted for the SPAF indication (IND 77254, DARRTS date 11/25/2013) and a PPSR was submitted and reviewed for VTE 
(IND 63266 DARRTS date 11/01/2013). 
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